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"Celebrating 75 Years of Excellence Rain 
high of 42 
Wednesday, February 15,1995 Bowling Green, Ohio Volume 82, Issue 100 
Local sweep cleans 
BG chim-chimineys 
Edwin A. Snyder, replete with his top hat, it prepared to conquer another battle with creosote on the 
roof of a Bowling Green home. "I love the ««u»faction that when I'm done and dirty, your system or 
appliance it very safe to operate," Sayder said. 
Andrea Wood 
The BC News 
He Is no Dick Van Dyke, but if 
you ask Edwin A. Sny der to clean 
your chim-chiminey he will be 
happy to oblige. 
Snyder and his wife are the 
stockholders of their own chim- 
ney service business, Clean 
Sweep Incorporated located in 
Flndlay,   Ohio.  Snyder said  he 
gets to Bowling Green a few 
times a week, and he services the 
chimneys of several regular cus- 
tomers here. 
"We follow a prescribed rou- 
tine," Snyder said. "If they need 
a little or full service, we're 
ready right then and there. We'll 
get the tools out and get up on the 
rooftop," he said. 
Including Snyder, Clean Sweep 
employs  two chimney  sweeps 
who are certified by the Chimney 
and Safety Institute of America 
and a third who will soon be cer- 
tified. According to Snyder, 
many chimney sweep businesses 
deal employ certified sweeps. 
Snyder said a few customers 
call a chimney sweep for specific 
problems, but moat customers 
call a sweep for regular cleaning 
as a pi eveutlve measure 
See CHIM-CHIMINEY, page ten. 
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LOOK 
Dumping area soon 
to become preserve 
Mm Baiter 
The BC News 
One comer of campus will be 
a little greener from now on 
thanks to the Environmental 
Action Group and Student En- 
vironmental Action Coalition. 
A proposal to have 8-10 acres 
of unused 
land behind 
the Universi- 
ty's Technol- 
ogy Building 
set aside for 
a nature 
preserve was 
passed at the 
Feb. 6 meet- 
ing of Un- 
dergraduate 
Student Government. 
The proposal calls for a writ- 
ten agreement between the en- 
vironmental organizations and 
the University administration 
ensuring that the area be spe- 
If 
t-vuofikumMTi: 
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USG 
cifically designated for the 
purpose of developing a natu- 
ral environment 
EAG representative Bethany 
Adams and USG district Sena- 
tor Matt Hoostal sponsored the 
bill. Hoostal said the original 
efforts to plant saplings on the 
unused land were thwarted by 
a communication problem with 
University maintenance crews. 
"University maintenance 
went through the area with a 
lawnmower and Just mowed 
down all but a few of those 
trees," he said. "The trees that 
were left got eaten by rabbits 
and some others didn't survive 
the winter." 
Another problem with the 
creation of a nature preserve 
has been the dumping of ex- 
cess construction materials on 
the site, Hoostal said. 
"When [construction crews] 
were clearing the site for Ols- 
camp Hall, they took all the 
waste dirt and all the old cin- 
der blocks and dumped that on 
the site," Hoostal said. 
The University claimed out- 
side polluters were responsible 
for the dumping, Hoostal said. 
Adams said the nature 
preserve would be open to all 
students. The preserve will be 
especially useful for biology 
and environmental students, 
who must often travel off cam- 
pus to find a natural environ- 
ment in which to collect sam- 
ples, she said. 
"Hopefully, the whole area 
will become a small forest. 
We've had naturalists come in 
and look at what's there." 
Adams said. "They told us what 
to grow and what not to grow." 
USG Environmental Liaison 
Jason Wolfe wrote a similar 
bill in December, but it was put 
on hold due to problems in the 
bill's wording. 
Appeals court reverses 
judicial election decision 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - A federal ap- 
peals court Tuesday threw out a 
lower court's ruling that the 
system used to elect state judges 
in Tennessee's Hamilton County 
violates federal law. 
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals said it made no de- 
termination about the merits or 
outcome of a lawsuit filed to chal- 
lenge the system. The 6th Circuit 
sent the case back to the lower 
court for reconsideration. 
Hie appeals court said U.S. 
District Judge Thomas Hull 
failed to make specific findings 
of fact and did not sufficiently 
explain the rulings he issued in 
January 1994. 
Hull had ruled that the coun- 
tywide election of state judges in 
Hamilton County in southeastern 
Tennessee, which Includes Chat- 
tanooga, violates the Voting 
Rights Act He ordered Tennes- 
see not to conduct any more Ha- 
milton County elections under 
the existing system. 
The state appealed to the 6th 
Circuit. 
Appeals Judges Damon Keith, 
Alan Norris and Alice Batchelder 
disagreed with Hull's assessment 
of the state's interest in having a 
countywide election system for 
the 11th Judicial Circuit, which 
includes Hamilton County. 
In the suit, 10 black voters said 
the system dilutes the impact of 
the black vote, contained mostly 
in Chattanooga, by mlving the 
votes   with   the   predominantly 
white countywide balloting. 
That makes it difficult for 
blacks to win judgeships on the 
Circuit, Criminal, Chancery or 
General Sessions courts in Ha- 
milton County and the city, the 
voters said in the suit, filed In 
August 1990. 
At issue are 12 judgeships. 
About 19 percent of the county's 
population of about 285,000 peo- 
ple is black Within Chattanooga, 
blacks represent 33.7 percent of 
the population. 
The voters sued Tennessee 
Gov. Ned McWherter and state 
and Hamilton County election 
officials. 
House passes block grants 
By Jim At rim t 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The House 
passed the centerpiece of the 
Republican anti-crime package 
Tuesday, voting to create block 
grants for local governments 
while eliminating President Clin- 
ton's program to hire more 
police. 
But the latest milestone In the 
House OOP's "Contract with 
America" agenda faces a far less 
certain future in the Senate. And 
Clinton, who has demanded that 
his police program remain un- 
touched, has threatened to veto it 
if It reaches his desk 
"I'm not going to let them 
wreck our crime bill, which Is 
putting 100,000 new cops on the 
street," Clinton said Tuesday In 
an interview with Huntington, 
W.Va., television station 
WSAZ-TV. 
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, said 
the Judiciary Committee he 
chairs will have to rewrite the 
House package to secure Senate 
passage and come up with a bill 
that Clinton will be compelled to cratlc bid to exempt Social Secu- 
s,
«"
n
- rity   from   a   balanced-budget 
The Senate rejected a Demo-    amendment to the Constitution. 
BY THE NUMBERS 
A look at statistics that have shaped the University over the yeas. 
enlisted in ROTC 
*"*ARMY • AIR FORCE 
1990: 50 115 
1991: 51 81 
1992: 49 46 
1993: 41 48 
1994:   37      58 
Roark Littlefield 
discusses how society 
views the issue of sexual 
relations. 
Page 2. 
According to Bowling 
Green City Police Chief 
Galen Ash injuries from 
motor vehicle crashes 
are the leading killers of 
children. 
Page 4. 
The BQ Newm/Jlm Mflclio 
Falcon Women's 
basketball team is at home 
against Eastern Michigan 
tonight in Anderson Arena. 
Page 8. 
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New crime bill will 
not prevent crime 
The United States House of Representatives, bulging 
at the seams with new Republican members, are 
eager to reverse decades of Democratic legislation. One 
of the top issues the new Congress is dealing with is 
crime. 
This, in itself, is not a bad thing. Crime is a serious 
problem - many members of Congress were elected on a 
get tough-on-crime platform (then again, no candidate 
has ever won with an ease up on crime platform). In fact, 
elected officials at all levels should be trying to do some- 
thing about crime. 
U.S President Bill Clinton tried to do something about 
it last year when he pushed a $30 billion crime bill 
through Congress. This bill called for putting 100,000 
new police officers on the street nationwide and empha- 
sized preventing crime more than punishing crime. 
When that bill passed, Clinton had Democrats in the 
majority of both houses of Congress. Since then, 
however, Republicans have taken over capitol hill and 
pre now doing things their way. 
I As a result, House members have unveiled a new 
prime package, and are rapidly moving toward a vote on 
it This package, which is being called the "Take Back 
Our Streets Act" will spend $21 billion on crime, ties 
federal grants to longer prison sentences, and cuts 
nearly all prevention and rehabilition programs. It also 
cuts the money that would have put the 100,000 new offi- 
cers on the streets. 
: While we at The News applaud Congress for taking an 
active approach to crime, we can't help but feel that the 
"Take Back Our Streets Act" will move us backward in- 
stead of forward. 
- Admittedly, the Clinton crime bill of a year ago had 
flaws, but overall the bill was fundamentally sound and 
had a lot of potential for making this country a safer 
place to live. | The Republican bill, on the other hand, has a lot more 
holes in it While Clinton's bill emphasized prevention, 
this bill preaches maximum punishment. Certainly crim- 
inals deserve to be punished, but building more prisons 
and making convicts serve more of their sentences will 
not make this country any safer. 
You can lock up all the criminals the police catch, yet 
there will be new ones there before the night is over to 
take their places. The only way to decrease the crime 
rate is to decrease the need for people to commit crimes, 
and the way to decrease the need is through education 
and prevention. 
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Americans hung up on sex 
I sense a funky heat under the 
concrete of our sleepy town, and 
a musky scent in the cold air. Sex 
seems to be on the minds of most 
of my fellow students, some of 
whom seem near the point of ex- 
plosion. 
This is nothing new, really. Sex 
has been on everybody's mind 
since time began, and attitudes 
about sex have a tremendous in- 
fluence in almost every aspect of 
our lives including politics, art 
and religion. 
But in our society sex seems to 
cause us a great deal of pain. Just 
look at the newspapers or talk to 
some close friends. Sexual con- 
fusion, fear and betrayal are 
commonplace, and AIDS is scar- 
ing everyone. 
When sexual themes appear in 
the national spotlight they are 
always accompanied by somebo- 
dy's "outrage," usually someone 
who claims to speak for the mor- 
ality of the American people. For 
example, many articles and col- 
umns in this weeks newpapers 
are about Henry Foster, Presi- 
dent Clinton's battle-scarred 
nominee for surgeon general. 
The 61-year old surgeon has had 
a long and impressive career in 
medicine, but his forays into 
abortion and reducing teen preg- 
nancy have some people up In 
arms. 
It was only a couple of months 
ago there was a contoversy about 
Clinton's previous surgeon gen- 
eral, Joycelyn Elders. She wrote 
and spoke about every conceiva- 
ble aspect of American health, 
but every time she mentioned 
something about sexual activity 
conservatives went berserk. She 
R E DARK ITTLEFIELD 
was finally booted out of office 
by Clinton for daring to suggest 
that fnasturbation be discussed 
in our schools. 
Elders did not say that we 
should teach children to mastur- 
bate. She simply said that we 
should consider the subject of 
masturbation in relation to the 
larger subject of sex education. 
That was it for her. Conserva- 
tive members of Congress 
screamed in horror, and Clinton 
answered with a knee-jerk dis- 
missal. 
The root of all of this may be 
our puritanical ancestry. Much 
of Christian philosophy teaches 
us to associate sex with guilt, our 
bodies with shame and our de- 
sires with suspicion. 
These attitudes are still very 
present in our culture today. 
Christian fundamentalists, the 
modern day puritans, seem to 
want to rid us of our sexual de- 
sires altogether. 
Despite the fact that consen- 
sual homosexual sex has no ef- 
fect upon anyone other than the 
participants, millions of bystan- 
ders have a lot to say about it. 
Gays and lesbians are beaten and 
dlcrimlnated against every day 
by people who can't mind their 
own business. That's only one ex- 
ample. Each year brings a new 
controversy over censorship. 
The book, photograph or motion 
picture in question is almost al- 
ways one which deals openly 
about either sex or the human 
body. 
The most recent furor was 
about Jock Sturges, the Califor- 
nia photographer who went to 
Europe and took photographs of 
the beaches in France and other 
countries. 
In Europe, nude battling is 
common and it doesn't carry the 
sexual implications that it does in 
this country. Sturges' pho- 
tographs included pictures of 
families and children. When he 
came back to the U.S. his work 
was seized by the FBI and Stur- 
ges was thrown into jail and in- 
dicted with charges of child por- 
nography. 
Anything sexual related to 
young people has people either 
frothing at the mouth or running 
like hell. This nation is exper- 
iencing horrendous problems 
with the sexual habits of teen- 
agers, but no one dares imple- 
ment any solutions. Conservative 
lawmakers and religious leaders 
don't want sex education, they 
don't want abortion and they 
don't want contraceptives avail- 
able to the young. 
Perhaps the problems of teen 
sex fuel so much of their pas- 
sions that right-wing leaders 
dent really want any solutions. 
They claim that only one kind 
of sex exists; heterosexual and 
marital. This view is simply not 
realistic, and it causes young 
people to be confused. Sexual 
hangups among people of all 
ages are due to this puritanical 
ethic 
Many couples enjoy heter- 
osexual marital sex, but It 
shouldn't be the standard for 
everyone. Holding it up as the 
only way to live may be the 
reason why so many young peo- 
ple rush into marriage and come 
I face to face with disillusionment, 
betrayal and grief. 
Survey after survey suggests 
that about half of all married 
men and women experience 
extramarital affairs. Without a 
doubt this is a blight on the insti- 
tution of marriage, which is sup- 
posed to mean a lifetime of fide- 
lity. 
But why does marital Infidelity 
occur in such large numbers? 
Because lifetime commitment 
isnt for everyone. 
Rather than accept extramari- 
tal affairs as commonplace, we 
ought to re-examine the institu- 
tion of marriage and consider 
that other kinds of relationships 
may be healthy too. 
Modern day puritans should 
give up trying to rid human be- 
ings of their sexual nature. After 
five hundred years they've 
brought us only grief. 
Roark Litttefield is a weekly 
columnist for The News 
atnpus 
erspective 
Are drugs a problem 
on this campus? 
flews Item 
ARTiSTs ORGANIZE 
Tb FIGHT 
pRpfbSED 
/Ws FuKPMQ 
GUTS: 
"fat- 
I think drugs are a problem on 
this campus. I've read a lot of 
stuff about drugs and gambling 
In the paper, and heard and seen 
the things people da You look 
■round and you realize that it's 
become a part of college life I 
don't condone it, though. 
j  DawnBaaham 
Sophomore 
Interpersonal Communications 
I don't think we have a drug 
problem on campus. The problem 
Is that they're so hard to find. If 
people are old «wmgh to own a 
car or fight in wars they should 
be able to use drugs if they 
choose. I fully support the legali- 
zation of drugs through govern- 
ment programs. 
Robert Breitenstime 
Freshman 
International Business 
I don't think they're as much of 
a problem as the media makes it 
out to be. I dont think It's that big 
of a deal I don't really want to go 
of f on the issue because I know 
it's a touchy Issue. You do see it 
around, but I think if s done lass 
than at other major Universities. 
Edward Ellis 
Junior 
Political Science 
I've never seen anyone doing 
drug* an campus. I'm sure it's 
here though, like anything else - 
even If no one ever tees them. I 
guess this gambling ring proves 
they are here and that there's a 
problem. I think everybody 
might be trying to go back to the 
seventies. 
Carrie Held 
FaTdhfirn 
Telecommunication* 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Columnist doesn't IRC is a valuable 
understand facts    sen/ice for student 
This is a response to Chris 
Zunlc's February 7th article 
"Tying up a few loose ends" 
with respect to his mentioning 
of the "Taj-Ma-Paul" building. 
In his article he stated "Maybe 
someone should teach those 
architects how to make a right 
angle." 
Maybe Zunlc should obtain 
more Information before mak- 
ing a criticism. If so, he would 
have found out that the design 
of the building was based upon 
how many classrooms there 
would be, the technology to be 
put in the classrooms and that 
the University wanted to keep 
the sidewalks already estab- 
lished there so as not to dis- 
rupt traffic patterns. 
I know this because my 
father works for the firm that 
designed the building and he 
was Involved with the project. 
A friend of mine brought up 
a good point while we were 
discussing this. We were say- 
ing that one of the big reasons 
why people keep criticizing 
the building is because it was 
named after President Paul 
Otocamp. Would the building 
still be looked down upon If it 
had been named after 
someone else 
My point Is Out people to- 
day criticize without having 
enough Information to fully 
understand a situtton. For ex- 
ample, Chris had no clue why 
Otocamp Hall was designed 
the way it was, out yet had the 
nerve to criticize the way It i 
was built 
Korie Meyer 
Senior 
Pre-Phyalcal Therapy 
Aa I was reading Chris Zun- 
lc's column In Tuesday's edi- 
tion of The News, I wondered 
if he had actually spent any 
time on the IRC He is so 
vehemently opposed to the 
system that I'd like to know 
exactly how intrusive the IRC 
to to his'"higher education.'' 
Having cruised the IRC 
several times, I can attest to 
the fact that, In all the times 
I've been on line, there have 
been (at the most) 31 people 
that were "chatting." I'm not 
sure of the exact number of 
computers on campus (Fact- 
line was unsure, and Comput- 
er Operations couldn't even 
give me an estimate), but I 
would venture a guess that the 
percentage of people who use 
IRC la small. 
I guess the bottom line to 
that the IRC to a valuable ser- 
vice that I feel lucky to have 
here at the University. I've 
met many new people, learned 
how to use the Net, and have 
had discussions where my 
ideas were challenged. Aren't 
rhnsc some of the thing* col- 
lege to supposed to be about? 
Oh, and while I'm here, I'd 
also like to comment on Zun- 
lc's remark about using the 
"Letter to the Editor" section 
just to complain. Not all of us 
have columns printed weekly 
were we get a chance to 
whine, so until we do, I guess 
well nil Just have to use that 
section. Sorry... 
SherriFultz 
Sophomore 
Jburnallsm/Publlc   Re- 
6 
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ITHREE THEY SAID IT "We don't have anything on the table that we are at an impasse on." -Rob Manfred, management lawyer commenting on the baseball strike 
■ffB ampus orner 
Lively arts calendar 
Tubist David Saygers will 
play at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital 
Hall of the University Moore 
Musical Arts Center as part of 
the Faculty Artist Series to- 
night. 
Assisted by pianist Paul ene 
Davidson, Saygers will per- 
form "Sonata" by Leonard Sal 
zedo, "Concerto in C Major" 
by Franz Joseph Haydn and 
"White Stones" by Marti Ep- 
stein. Free. 
Saxophonists William H. 
Street and Paul Bro will give a 
guest recital at 8 p.m. on Feb. 
16 In Bryan Recital Hall. Pia- 
nist Roger Admiral will assist. 
Selections will include 20th 
century chamber music by 
Howard Bashaw, Randolph 
Peters, Joan Towers and M. 
Williams Karllns. Free. 
Robert Altman's 1970 mo- 
tion picture "M"A"S"H," the 
forerunner of the long-running 
television series, will be shown 
at 9 p.m. in the Gish Film 
Theater on Feb. 16. Free. 
The Bowling Green Phll- 
harmonia, directed by Emily 
Freeman Brown, will give a 
free concert at 8 p.m. on Feb. 
17 in Kobacker Hall. Winners 
of the University's 28th annual 
Competition In Music Per- 
formance will be featured. 
Stephen Burns will give a 
guest trumpet recital a 1 JO 
p.m. in Kobacker Hall on Feb. 
18. Pianist Paulette Davidson 
will assist. 
The free concert Is among 
events taking place during the 
International Trumpet Guild 
Ohio meeting at the Universi- 
ty. The program will Include 
i   the performance of "Im Stile 
Albeniz" by Rodion Shchedrin, 
"Incantation, Threne et Dan- 
se" by Alfred Desenclos and 
"Sonata in D Major" by Georg 
Phillip Telemann. 
"The Bride Came C.O.D," 
directed by William Keighley, 
will be shown at 7 p.m. on Feb. 
18 in the Gish Film Theater as 
a part of the series Hollywood 
Comedies of the 1930s. Free. 
The University's Bryan 
Chamber Series continues 
with a program at 4 p.m. on 
Feb. 19 in Bryan Recital Hall. 
College of Musical Arts facul- 
ty will perform music com- 
posed by Henri Tomasi, Nicola 
d'Airenzo, Nicola Vaccai, Joan 
Tower, John Corigliano and 
Carlos Surinach. 
University artist-in- 
residence Jerome Rose will 
present a special piano master 
class at 4 p.m In Kobacker Hall 
on Feb. 20. 
ACROSS 
THE STATE 
Quayle  not ruling out 
White House in future 
ASHLAND, Ohio - Former 
Vice President Dan Quayle said 
his decision not to run for presi- 
dent In 1996 doesn't mean he 
won't try for the White House 
later. Quayle, speaking to 700 people 
at Ashland University Monday 
night, said he got out of the race 
last week because of his family. 
"I chose the family over the cam- 
paign," he said. 
"It was a very difficult, a very 
introspective, personal decision. 
But it was the right decision. 
Having made that decision, I 
know I'll be a better husband, a 
better father and maybe someday 
a better president. But now it's 
time to move on." Quayle, who was vice president 
under Republican George Bush, 
said Americans are "learning a 
tough lesson" nfter electing 
President Clinton. Clinton beat 
Bush for the presidency In 1992. 
"If s more than Just the econ- 
omy, stupid," said Quayle, paro- 
dying the informal Clinton cam- 
paign issues motto that "it's the 
economy, stupid." Quayle said he was clearly sec- 
ond to Senate Majority Leader 
Bob Dole In fund raising but said 
he would have presented a sharp 
contrast to Clinton. 
"Let us Just hope and pray we 
can make It through the nest 
couple of years without a major 
foreign policy crisis," Quayle 
said. "Because I just don't know 
what they will do." 
Mayor late to Valen- 
tine's Day weddings 
Three brides wore white, one 
red and one wore a rose print suit 
for the Joint ceremony conducted 
by Mayor Michael White in the 
crnate Red Room of City Hall.  ' 
The couples held hands and 
nervously whispered and laughed 
while waiting for White, who 
stepped out of his office 20 
minutes late for the 10-mlnute 
ceremony. 
He urged the couples to keep 
copies of their wedding vows to 
read again In 20 years or, he joked, to "burn them - whatever 
you want." 
A sixth couple who had ar- 
ranged to be married by the 
mayor never showed up. The 
mayor's staff couldn't contact the 
couple for an explanation. 
Compiled from staff and 
reports. 
Chcjfrgjtapfl 
1995 
On This Date 
Twenty-two years ago today, 
Howard's Club H re-opens its doors 
to its new location at 210 N. Main. 
It moved from its previous location, 
across the street, at 213 N. Main. 
NAIIONAL Weathei 
ThaAcco-Weather-torecast tar noon. Wadneeday. Fab. 15. 
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PORTRAIT OF AM "A" STUDENT. 
■rrtacrtu tu err immms 
HOME FALCON MEN'S BASKETBALL SATURDAY vs. TOLEDO    8:00 PM! 
GUARANTEE YOURSELF ADMISSION .. PICK UP A TICKET TODAY' COME ROCK ANDERSON ARENA 
Time Is Running Out! 
Last 3 days 
for 
senior portraits. 
Make your appointment now by calling The KEY office at 372-8086 
Don't be left out of the yearbook, or left out in the cold 
without any senior portraits from which to choose prints 
for family or friends. 
o 
walk-ins accepted, Offfco hours 10 a.M.-6 p.m.; closed noon-1 for lunch. Call 372-8086 H you havo any questions! 
t- 
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Weekfocuses 
on traffic safety 
Aaron Bray 
The BC News 
Each year more than 52,000 
serious Injuries and nearly 500 
deaths result from parents not 
having their children correc- 
tly buckled in child safety 
seats, according to statistics 
from the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration. 
"Injuries from 
motor vehicle 
crashes are one of 
the leading killers 
of children." 
Galen Ash 
Bowling Green Oty Police 
Chief 
Child Passenger Safety 
Awareness Week is being ob- 
served this week to encourage 
parents to take precautions to 
protect their children, said 
Bowling Green Police Chief 
Galen Ash. 
"Injuries from motor vehi- 
cle crashes are one of the lead- 
ing killers of children," Ash 
said. 
Seventy percent of children 
under four years old who die 
In car crashes could have been 
saved by being secured prop- 
erly in safety seats, Ash said. 
"It Is essential that parents 
buckle up their children into 
safety seats every trip," Ash 
said. 
Child Passenger Safety 
Awareness Week Is part of the 
NHTSA's "Safe and Sober 
Campaign," a nationwide 
effort to reduce drunk driving 
and increase the use of safety 
belts and child safety seats. 
"It is important for parents 
to read their owner's manual 
and safety seat instructions," 
said Sgt. Al Alvord, adminis- 
trator of Bowling Green's Safe 
and Sober program. 
Alvord said parents need to 
distinguish between booster, 
infant and tod- 
dler/convertible seats. 
"Parents should understand 
which type of seat is appro- 
priate for their child's size and 
development," Alvord said. 
"Parents have a tendency to 
move the child out of a safety 
seat and into a lap and shoul- 
der belt too soon." 
The NHTSA recommends 
that children use safety seats 
until they weigh 40 pounds and 
then "graduate" to a tran- 
sitional booster seat. 
A child Is ready for an adult 
safety belt when the lap belt 
stays low on his or her hips 
and and doesn't ride up across 
the abdomen, according to the 
NHTSA Also, the shoulder 
belt should not cross In front 
of the child's face and neck. 
Intramurals can be a ball 
Students play 
for fun, exercise 
Scott Swecker 
The BG News 
Away from the glitz and gla- 
mour of professional and colle- 
giate sports, a number of Univer- 
sity students become stars on in- 
tramural sports fields. 
Throughout each semester, 
University students have many 
opportunities to participate in in- 
tramural sports. Students can 
become actively Involved as 
team members or referees. 
About 3,000 students a year 
compete in University intramu- 
rals. A little less than half of 
those participate in more than 
one sport, said Thad Long, direc- 
tor of intramurals and sports 
clubs. 
Long said the most popular 
sports for men are Softball, bas- 
ketball and flag football, while 
the most popular ones for women 
are Softball, basketball and vol- 
leyball. Co-ed activities are also 
offered for Just about every 
sport, he said. 
The majority of those involved 
with campus intramurals are 
men. 
"There is always encourage- 
ment from our department for 
more female participation," Long 
said. 
Other sports include basket- 
ball, tennis, co-ed football, soft- 
ball and volleyball. 
Senior marketing major Laura 
Gustwiller said she has played 
them all. 
Delta Tan Delta defeats Phi Kappa Tau during an Intramural basketball game played on Feb. 2. 
"It's great exercise, but it 
doesn't even seem like exercise - 
and It's fun," she said. 
Fun seems to be the great mo- 
tivator encouraging students to 
become involved with intramu- 
rals. 
Steve Newbauer, a senior tele- 
communications major, said he 
plays intramural soft ball and vol- 
leyball and coached a women's 
basketball team. 
"It's a great way to meet peo- 
ple while you're having a great 
time," he said. 
Steve Hornish, a senior physi- 
cal education major, said he 
plays co-ed basketball, volleyball 
and football. 
"The great thing about intra- 
murals is that you are competing 
and striving to win," Hornish 
said. 
Students also have the oppor- 
tunity to referee intramural 
events. 
Training sessions for referees 
usually last about three hours. 
Students can find out about the 
training sessions through flyers 
around campus and ads in The 
News, Long said. 
"Any interested student is in- 
vited to participate in a training 
program," Long said. 
For more information about In- 
tramurals, call 372-2464. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS-WIN AN IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER-FREE SIGN-UP! 
• ' at the next thee home women's basketball s^mes STARTING TONIGHT! Drawing Marct; I1 
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Sigma Phi ^ 
Epsilon  JL 
-proudly announces the, following 
Executive Council 
President 
VP of Member Development 
VP of Recruitment 
VP of Programming 
VP of Finance 
Secretary 
Newly Initiated Members 
Alex Crawl 
Dave DeNatale 
Mark Webster 
Brad Alexander 
Chris Cooper 
Chris Gardner 
Dan Savron 
Andrew Knight 
Mike Schaller 
Nigel Robertson 
JeffCarr 
Zachary Green 
Jason Wolfe 
Scott Carr 
Doug Hart 
Scott Cottrcll 
Scan Feeney 
Brad McCormack 
Marc Anthony 
Scott Kerekes 
Dave Huffman 
Jason Gregg 
Steve Hunt 
Brian Spicer 
Ryan Valine 
Bill Porter 
Ryan Harrison 
1995 Spring Pledge Class 
Doug Horn Matt Szyndler 
Abe Dones Jet Hajec 
Douglas Korn Brett Gerboth 
Jeff Zirger Jack Durnbaugh 
Chris Fadool Ron Bise 
HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS. 
(YOU CANT LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.) 
Q     Buy pizza at closing time. 
Haggle for slices they'd otherwise 
just throw away. 
"^     Eat Ramen noodles. 
9     Make friends with a Senior. 
Come June, they'll be more than glad to give 
you their old Poly Sci books and couches. 
"§■     Donate blood. 
Save a life and get a free lunch to boot. 
^     Pick up a Citibank Classic card. 
There's no annual fee. 
Congratulations also to 
Chaplain 
Junior Marshall 
Senior Marshall 
Guard 
Randy Christlieb 
Jon Judkins 
Chris Comfort 
James Dendinger 
£<5E C I99S Cirtank (South Oikou). NA 
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Won't You Be My Valentine? 
Deed™ Weaver (left) and Derric Brown convene after a Valentine's Day lunch In McDonald cafeteria I guess it would be jusl another day. 
Tuesday afternoon. "It's good to have someone to share [Valentine's Day] with, but If you're single, I 
Tk« 1C HtwIH— W.lB»er 
Punchy the Robot   I 
is coming to Campus 
$* TODAY 
He has some great 
things to tell you. 
%, 
AMWWOD b'ZZId 
»ODtOIHD/\7\ 
JOUlOf-ir-? 
pf?7 
^^Al|^(] SSJJ 
AOAC-KCr AUWWOD b'ZZId 
AJUO awji poiiwi-j Jvy  -IJK^/r -OT" > 
ssaa^j QI/'X3 sapnjaxg ^^^*^/ \/ 
OC*C$     paw T   T 
0£>$     ||DUJ$ Xlu0^psaupaM 
1VD3dS AVQ dWflH 
12-5pm sponsored by 
BESEBVE       OFFICEBS'       T B A I N I H G      COBPS 
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a 
freshman or sophomore, you can still 
catch up to your classmates by 
attending Army ROTC Camp Chal- 
lenge, a paid six-week summer 
course in leadership training. 
By the time you have graduated from 
college, you'll have the credentials of 
an Army officer. You'll also have 
the self-confidence and discipline 
it takes to succeed in college and 
beyond. 
ARMY ROTC 
TOSMArraTCOUXaCOOtUTOCCAMTUCL 
For details visit Captain Boisseau, 151 Memorial Hall or call 
372-2476 
STEP INTO ANOTHER WORLD... 
Peace Corps is here... 
Today & Tomorrow 
TODAY: 
Visit our information table 
All day in University Hall 
See the new Peace Corps Film 
"Completely Alive" 
At 1:30 & 4:30 p.m. 
In the Life Sciences Bldg, rm 112 
TOMORROW: 
Sign-up for an 
on-campus interview- 
Interviews will be held all day 
in the Student Services Building 
Room 360 
Call 372-2357 to schedule an appt. 
For more information call 
(800) 424-8580 (press 1) 
STEP INTO PEACE CORPS 
Campus 
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Colleges help learning disabled 
46-year-old man conquers dyslexia, ADD to attend school Sunnl DeNlcoli College Press Service 
He was taunted in school for 
being "stupid" until he won re- 
spect on the football field. He 
served in Vietnam. He met the 
president. Now his life is being 
told in a movie. 
Porrejt Gump? 
No. Chuck Roseberry is a 
46-year-old grandfather, college 
sophomore and football player, 
who only recently learned he has 
dyslexia, the learning disability 
that affects reading. 
Early on, Roseberry decided he 
had been born "stupid." 
"I hated school," he said. "I 
couldn't figure out why every- 
body else could do this [school 
work], and I couldn't ... I had to 
get my affirmation on the foot- 
ball field." 
His dream was to play college 
football But, while confident of 
his athletic ability, he believed be 
was not smart enough for col- 
lege, so he did not go. 
More than 25 years later, as 
Roseberry was heading to the 
Gulf War, he and a buddy talked 
about dreams. 
"We were having one of those 
•woulda, shoulda, coulda' conver- 
sations," Roseberry said. After 
hearing Roseberry's story, his 
buddy commented, 'Chuck, you'- 
re not stupid; it sounds like you'- 
re dyslexic." 
Roseberry had never heard of 
dyslexia. 
When he came home, 
Roseberry enrolled at Kutztown 
University in Pennsylvania. He 
purchased duplicate course 
books, giving one set to his fian- 
cee, Abbie,  who read the text 
onto tapes, which he later played 
as he followed along in his own 
copy. 
It was a struggle, but he and 
Abbie persisted. He was also was 
tested for learning disabilities. 
His friend was right. He was di- 
agnosed with dyslexia and "the 
remnants" of attention deficit 
hyperactive disorder. 
Once his diagnosis was official, 
he was able to receive assistance 
from Kutztown in the form of 
taped books, extended time for 
testing, tutors and permission to 
record lectures. 
Many people associate learn- 
ing disabilities with young chil- 
dren, but more than 10 percent of 
the population have LDs, includ- 
ing college students. LDs "garble 
data" at some point during in- 
formation processing, according 
to Norma Jo Eitington, director 
of learning services at George- 
town Unlveslty in Washington. 
This can affect concentration, 
perception, visual and auditory 
sequencing, skills linking per- 
ception to movement, orientation 
in time and space, short or long- 
term memory, language skills, 
and abstract reasoning. 
"There is a perception that all 
learning disabled Individuals are 
dyslexic and 'switch letters' 
when reading or writing so that 
WAS is processed as SAW, or 
DOG as GOD," says Eitington. 
"The reality is that no two col- 
lege students are exactly alike in 
how their particular disabilities 
manifest in their daily lives. Dys- 
lexia Is only one of the complex 
diagnoses that may be applied to 
LD individuals." 
For example, ADHD, also 
known as ADD, affects 3 to 5 
percent of the population, mostly 
males. In about half the cases, it 
continues past childhood. It is a 
broad term that describes a set of 
behaviors, primarily short atten- 
tion span, hyperactivity, and im- 
pulsiveness. 
But having an LD does not 
mean a person cannot learn. As 
more is being discovered about 
LDs, methods are being de- 
veloped that allow for alternative 
forms of learning. With some ac- 
commodations, many people with 
LDs can successfully complete 
college. 
"In most cases accom- 
modations can be made that are 
Extra class fees proposed in bill 
Arizona Legislature imposes penalty on 'perpetual students' 
Beth silver 
College Press Service 
Phoenix - Students who take 
more classes than their major 
requires may be forced to pay a 
$5,000 penalty under a bill in the 
Arizona State Legislature de- 
signed to keep perpetual pupils 
from taking up classroom space. 
"We have these people who 
make a hobby out of going to 
school," said the bill's sponsor. 
Rep. Jean McGrath, R-Glendale. 
"I don't think it is Incumbent 
upon the state of Arizona to pay 
for their hobby." 
The bill would require in-state 
students taking more than 32 
units - about 10 classes - over 
their major requirement to pay 
non-resident tuition. Resident tu- 
ition is currently $1,828, and non- 
resident tuition is $7,434. 
Students who exceed the limit 
could appeal, she said. 
But a state-wide student lobby- 
ing organization is warning that 
the measure would be devastat- 
ing to those who change their 
major, transfer from another 
school or get a double degree. 
"It will hurt so many students. 
Thousands and thousands go 
units over through no fault of 
their own," said Paul Allvin, Ari- 
zona Students' Association exec- 
utive director. 
He also said it could force stu- 
dents to drop out of school if they 
cannot afford the higher tuition. 
"A career student is a noto- 
rious student," he said. 'The 
amount of money to police [it] is 
not worth changing state law to 
go after one-tenth of one per- 
cent." 
I n-state tuition is subsidized by 
the state. The bill would require 
students with too many credits to 
pay the non-resident rate. 
"Any money we can save the 
taxpayers of the state of Arizona 
is worth it," McGrath said. "I do 
think it would free up funds and 
free up classroom space." 
She said she did not know how 
many students would be affected 
or how much money it would 
save. 
McGrath said she was unsure 
how tlio bill would fare since a 
similar one was defeated last 
year. 
However, she said if it does get 
approved at the capitol, she be- 
lieves the attention given to it 
will be enough to prod the Ari- 
zona Board cf Regents Into 
changing policy themselves. 
"I want to let the regents know 
we will take their problems in 
hand and solve them for them. 
They  need to be  awakened," 
McGrsth said. 
In last month's regents' meet- 
ing, Regent John Munger urged 
the bo.-id to adopt a 160-unit limit 
with exceptions for returning 
students, double majors, and 
double degrees, among others, 
the regents assigned the issue to 
a committee and are expected to 
hear it dgain in May. 
"I'm not surprised that this has 
come up in the legislature," 
Munger said. 
not lowering the standard of the 
institution in any way, but. 
merely giving that person equal 
access to the knowledge and ex- 
pertise of the institution," said 
Eitington. 
In fact, this accessiblUity is the 
law. Section 504 of the Vocation 
Rehabilitation Act Amendments 
of 1973 insure that any "other- 
wise qualified handicapped indi- 
vidual will not be denied access 
to programs receiving federal 
funds because of his or her han-. 
dicapplng condition." This In- 
cludes students with leaning dis- 
abilities. In 1993, several col- 
leges were cited by the Office for 
Civil Rights for refusing to make 
academic adjustments, such as 
allowing extended time for tests 
or providing taped textbooks for 
students with LDs. 
See SCHOOt, pace ten. 
New Study Abroad 
opens campus office 
Heather Cvengro* 
The BG News 
Traveling overseas and gaining new insight and perspectives 
is a once in a lifetime opportunity. Students have the opportuni- 
ty to participate through New Study Abroad and International 
programs offered at the University. 
A New Study Abroad office is located in 1106 Of fenhauer West 
for International Programs. Sally Raymont is the new associate 
director of International Programs and New Study Abroad. 
These programs are sponsored by the University and are open 
to all interested students. 
Raymont said the purpose of the new New Study Abroad of- 
fice is to centralize the concept of studying abroad. 
"By establishing the office, we are trying to make more stu- 
dents aware of the many study abroad opportunities that are 
available to them," she said. Raymount said she is gathering ma- 
terial to create a resource library in the New Study Abroad of- 
fice. 
See STUDY, page ten. 
HOME FALCON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TONIGHT vs. EASTERN - 7:30 PM! 
HEY, STUDENTS... WIN AN IBM COMPUTER' Free sign-up at next three home women's basketball games! 
N€UI FOR f(kll 1995 
Two I9LWRV R9W Buildings 
cil Campbell Hill Apis. 
2 and 3 Bedrooms 
Washer/Dryer hookups 
Greenbriar Inc. 
5  .'.■.'■»■'■'■■■'.'■ '■ '■■■ '■ '■ ■■ ■■■■'■■■'■■l'■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■'■■■■■■r■■'■'■■■'■'■■!'■'■'■'i'|l|l|'i'■'■'I'I'I'I  S 
I I I I I I rill I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II II ■■■■■ 'T^T* 
full basements 
Air Conditioning 
■ftfe 
# 4 
'4*9,9 
P*      Lttfle Caesars- "*-"-4 
»*» HM«li   I |lllll»>''    ll|»> 
rCRAZY BREAD DIPPERS ' 
I   & 2 DIPPING SAUCES I 
Hm 
RANCH 1 SALSA 
DMM SAUCES 
$-p5; 
Explresi 3-7-95 | 1
 ®I»tessr , 
!■   MM   ■ mtitum coupon ■ ■! 
I              UTTli CAESARS ■ 
354-6500 
MERCER & WOOSTER 
little CaesarsPizza 
Expires. J-7-93 
GREAT FOR LUNCH! 
B SLICES OF 
PEPPERONI PIZZA I 
_    W1THA16OZP0P , ■    ONLY      $^99 J 
I     -,-— Jl I 
Expires. J.7.W _ 
1
  ®|BB9@gBHff 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, and 
Apartments 
> ""tiiiiiiimiiiuiii' 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of 
complete details and speak with our friendly staff! 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
REPROgraphics 
• High Speed & Multi-color copying 
• Quality Offset Printing 
• Custom Publishing with copyright clearance 
• Many binding services 
• 4t Self Serving Copies 
• Transparencies regular and color 
•Personalize T-shirts, sweatshirts, buttons, mugs, etc. 
It'B So Ea«v - Bill Your Bnraar Account!!! 
6th Floor Administration Bldf.        372-2323 
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KKK claims 'civic duty' 
Paul Souhndi 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - A central Ohio 
Ku Klux Klan group says it's 
time for critics of its plan to col- 
lect litter along a stretch of state 
highway to either clean up or 
shut up. 
The Knights of the Ku Klux 
Klan Ohio Realm sent letters late 
last week to the MarysviUe Jour- 
nal Tribune and The Marion Star 
offering to drop its application to 
participate in the state's Adopt-a- 
rlighway program if other 
groups in Union County step up 
to take its place. 
"Our only objective was to in- 
Klan group offers to drop plan 
to clean up stretch of highway 
sure that the highways remain 
clean in the state of Ohio," the 
letter said. "If the public would 
rather that we do not participate 
in this program, then the public 
should rise to the occasion and 
volunteer to participate in the 
Adopt-a-Highway program. 
"In the event that all adaptable 
roadways are taken, we will 
withdraw our application, and we 
will not apply in Union County 
again until such time that there is 
a vacancy." 
Wealthy schools 
may lose millions 
John Chalfant 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - One-third of Ohio's 611 school districts would 
lose state aid during the first year of Go v. George Volnovich's 
proposed budget, which one critic on Tuesday called "faulty to 
the core." 
Although funding would improve in the second year, one- 
fourth of the districts still would see a drop in state support 
under Volnovich's plan. 
"Unless there's an awful lot of coercion and arm twisting, the 
school portion of that budget won't fly," said William Phi Ills. 
Phi 11 is, head of a coalition that sued to change the school fund- 
ing system, has been critical of Voinovich's education policy. 
Michael Dawson, Voinovich's spokesman, defended the spend- 
ing plan for primary and secondary education. 
"There are far more winners than there are losers," Dawson 
said. 
Voinovich proposed a 5 percent Increase in state funding for 
education during the fiscal year that starts July 1, and a S.8 per- 
cent boost the following year. 
He proposed changes in the complex formula that determines 
how much state aid a district receives. 
Voinovich recommended addition of an equity factor to pump 
more money into low-wealth districts, changes in a program that 
aids districts with greater numbers of poor students, and a re- 
duction in state aid for the 60 wealthiest districts to make $33 
million available for other schools. 
The Ohio Department of Education and Office of Budget and 
Management late Monday released a computer simulation of the 
effects of the budget proposal on districts. 
About 210 districts would receive less state aid from the basic 
and disadvantaged pupil programs next year, and 17 would 
receive no increase. About ISO districts would see a drop in aid 
in fiscal 1997 from fiscal 199S levels. 
Paul Marshall, legislative liaison for education department, 
said districts that stand to lose money should not panic. 
"This is Just a proposal for one thing. It's still got to get 
through the Legislature," he said. 
The biggest winner Cleveland schools with a two-year gain of 
almost $33 million. The biggest loser Parma schools with a loss 
of $2 3 million. 
House Finance Chairman Thomas Johnson, R-New Concord, 
said Tuesday he expects legislators v.■;:■ make changes in the 
governor's proposal. 
HURRY-DONjr GET LOCKED OUTQ 
Call or stop 
in for a complete 
listing of all available Apts.. 
• Columbia Court Apartments - 8 Left 
• Field Manor Apartments - 4 Left 
• Frazee Avenue Apartments -15 Left 
• Ridge Manor Apartments - Full 
All Close To Campus 
Greenbriar Inc. 
244 E. Wooster 
Check out our 
Summer listings. 
_ 
352-0717 
Angela Septer, who signed the 
letter, said Tuesday she also sent 
a copy to the Ohio Department of 
Transportation. 
The Klan group asked the de- 
partment in October for a section 
of either Ohio 31 or Ohio 47 and 
said 10 people would participate. 
Department spokesman Pleter 
wykoff said 38 of the 213 miles 
of Union County highway eligible 
for the program have been a- 
dopted. 
The department has received 
two or three letters and one 
phone call from opponents of the 
Klan's application, Wykoff said. 
Area newspapers reported a 
handful of letters to the editor. 
But Ms. Septer said that was 
enough. 
"We never intended to upset 
. the public in any way," she said. 
"We Just wanted to be good 
neighbors." 
Wykoff said no decision has 
been made on whether to let the 
Klan participate. He said Direc- 
tor Jerry Wray and the depart- 
ment's top lawyer would meet 
this week and are expected to 
make a decision within a week. 
Valentine message 
reunites veterans 
LoriWllllira 
The Associated Press 
DALTON, Ohio - Richard Myers doesn't really remember the par- 
ticulars of Valentine's Day In 1944. It might have been snowing. After 
all, the mercury dipped to 20 below at least one day that winter. 
Just after the Battle of the Bulge, his Infantry division was 
stationed on the front lines in Germany. The foxholes and the biv- 
ouacs started to blend together. He remembers it was cold. 
His wife, Freda, remembers that the young GI managed to send a 
valentine to his lonely bride. 
Although she'd sent him a letter every day through military 
"V-MaU," she wasn't expecting anything in return that year. War, she 
knew, doesn't lend itself to ribbons and lace. 
But then, there it was. A V-Mail valentine. A little black and white 
letter "To the One I Love." 
TO MY DARLING ON VALENTINES DAY, 
HERE'S HOPING THIS FINDS YOU HAPPY AND GAY. 
BECAUSE OF CONDITIONS I AM FORCED TO WRITE THIS 
WAY, 
SO I SEND YOU ALL MY LOVE ON THIS VALENTINES DAY. 
Five small hearts decorated the borders. Two large hearts Joined 
by a piercing arrow took center stage Signed by a soldier "With all 
my love, Richard." 
Freda Myers' valentine sweetheart came home from the war later 
that year. An artistic foxhole buddy, he said, had helped him design 
the card. The verse was original. 
The men became separated, though, toward the end of the war, and 
the only information Myers had about George Shilla was his home 
state - Wisconsin. For SO years, the Myerses made repeated attempts 
to track down Shilla Veterans' associations, division reunions, even 
the Wisconsin Bureau of Motor Vehicles came up dry. 
Then technology played matchmaker. The couple learned about the 
CD-ROM computer telephone directory. Every phone number in the 
United States - and Just one George Shilla. 
It was Just about dinner time In southern California when they 
placed the calL 
"We knew right away he was the one," Richard Myers said. "He 
said a few days before the call he'd run across my picture (from 
1944). He said, 'Do you believe in mental telepathy or what?' It was 
great." 
Shilla made a living at drawing all these years. In the sign business, 
he was known as "Georgio." His recent seven-page letter to the 
Myerses filled in the details of the last five decades. And he promised 
Freda Myers another valentine. 
SAVE $$$ 
USED EQUIPMENT 
SALES 
ft Cii    ■ ,    . .   . . .  i   i )■ c   i" . ■ i       •'•.- I        ■        ut-otn 
Nikkormat FTN Body w/50mm f2 Non AI 
28mm f2.5 Non AI 
200mm f3.5 NonAI 
Nikon F2A Body (BLK) w/ 50mm fl.4 AI 
Nikkor 28mm f2.8 AI 
28mm f3.5 AI 
35mm f2 AI 
Nikkon AF 70-210mm f4 
Minolta XG-1 Bodyw/45mmf2 
Minolta XD-11 Body w/50mm fl .4 
Minolta MD-mt. 35mm f2. 
"     MD-mt. 35-70mm f2.5-3.5 
"     MD-mt. 35-200mm f3-4.5 
MD-mt 135mm f2.8 
Pentax K-mt. 28mm O. 8 Macro 
"     K-mt. 80-200mm f3.9 
K-mt 135mm f2.5 
K-mt 135mm f2.8 
Tamron 70-210mm f4-5.6 Adaptall mt. 
"     135mm f2.5 Adaptall mt. 
(Tamron lenses can be used on Canon, Minolta, Nikon, 
Olympus, or Pentax manual focusing cameras.) 
Call Us For Prices! 
Much More! 
• FILM DLVELOPING-CAr.ilKAS-FILfvl 
157 N. Main, Downtown, BG •353-4244 
(across from Uptown) 
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Look Out Below 
Josh Sneed, an engineering student at the University of Cincina- 
t tl, prepares to drop a watermelon decorated with wings and ears 
containing an egg as part of the annual egg drop competition. 
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How could anyone survive this?9 
Two survivors 
found In wreckage 
of touring plane 
EM-Kywa 
The Associated Press 
TUSAYAN, Ariz. - When forest 
ranger Sherrle Collins reached 
the crashed tour plane south of 
the Grand Canyon, she found the 
wings torn off, the burning fuse- 
lage ripped In two and the nose 
crumpled around a tree. 
She was mentally prepared for 
what she saw inside: the bodies of 
the pilot and seven Taiwanese 
passengers, some scorched 
beyond recognition. What sur- 
prised her Monday night was 
outside the twin-engine Piper 
Na vaho: two burned young wom- 
en moaning in pain in a foreign 
language. 
"When you look at the wreck- 
age, you go, 'How could anyone 
survive this?'" said Collins, a 
paramedic and veteran of wil- 
derness rescues. "The fact that 
they're alive is incredible." 
The two survivors were in 
critical condition today. 
The Las Vegas Airlines flight 
crashed shortly after takeoff 
from Grand Canyon Airport in 
Tusayan, a tourist town a few 
Eiles south of the main entrance 
to Grand Canyon National Park. 
Hie pilot reported engine trou- 
ble and apparently was trying to 
return to the airport, said Fed- 
eral Aviation Administration 
spokesman Fred O 'Donn ell in Los 
Angeles. 
Collins said airport tower offi- 
cials told her they saw a puff of 
smoke, then a fireball. The plane 
Cocooino County Sheriff's deputies lift through the wreckage of a  | tourist plane that crashed two miles south of the Grand Canyon. 
crashed two miles from the air- 
port amid Ponderosa pines in the 
Kaibab National Forest. 
The Tusayan airport Is the hub 
of the busy Grand Canyon tour 
industry, which carries 800,000 
passengers a year by plane and 
helicopter. 
There have been at least 11 
fatal crashes of planes and hell- 
copters at the canyon or on can- 
yon tours since 1980, killing 87 
people. Congress has imposed 
restrictions on air tours over the 
canyon, in part because of safety 
concerns. 
An employee at Las Vegas Air- 
lines' office at North Las Vegas 
Airport refused to comment or 
bring a company official to the 
phone. 
A  team   from   the  National 
Transportation Safety Board was 
to begin its investigation at dawn 
today. The bodies were left over- 
night in the plane. 
Convict's pen pal 
may soon join him 
The Associated Press 
JACKSON, Ga. - An Ohio woman pleaded Innocent Tuesday to 
charges that she mailed a hacksaw blade to one of Georgia's 
moat notorious murderers. Mary Poop, SO, was arraigned before 
Superior Court Judge Byron Smith, who set her bond at 
$100,000. She was returned to the Butts County Jail after the 
hearing. 
Ms. Popp, of the Cincinnati suburb of Deer Park, Ohio, is ac- 
cused of mailing a 12-inch blade In a box of Christmas treats to 
Cari Isaacs. She has been writing to Isaacs since 1991. 
Isaacs, 41, was convicted of killing six members of a family in 
southwest Georgia in 1973. Authorities say he also tried escap- 
ing In I960 and 198S. 
Isaacs, who la on death row at a state prison near Jackson, has 
admitted asking her to send the blade, prison officials said. 
Ms. Popp is charged with giving contraband to a prisoner and 
faces up to five years in prison. 
She was arrested at her home Thursday and was flown to 
Georgia Monday after she chose not to fight extradition. 
District Attorney Tommy Floyd said her trial probably would 
begin in May. 
Cross-examination resumes, 
jury gets look at crime scene 
Trial 
Michael Human 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES - After getting a 
firsthand look at the crime scene 
and O J. Simpson's mansion, Jur- 
ors in the Simpson murder trial 
are returning to court to learn 
what the killer left behind. 
A string of police officers and 
technicians were expected to tes- 
tify for the prosecution about 
physical evidence including 
blood drops, bloody footprints 
and matching gloves found at 
different homes. 
Today, defense lawyers were 
to resume cross-examining Offi- 
cer Robert Riske, the first pa- 
trolman to respond to the knife 
killings of Simpson's ex-wife Ni- 
cole Brown Simpson and her 
friendi Ronald Goldman. Next up 
will be Rlske's boss, a sergeant 
Clip And Save" 'Clip And Save'    Clip And Save' 
Come Experience the 
Great Outdoors With 
UAO 
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I Mount Brighton. ML 
I Leave*- 7:30 PM md Returns 7:30 AM 
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I Price: S3S includes rental. S25 w/oul rental 
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8:30PM- 10:30PM. Absolutely Free!! 
HonebKk Riding Trip- February 25* 
I Lenves- lOtfO AM ft Retum*-5:30 PM. 
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Price: S35 includes. Tmu ft 2hr. Ride 
Prices are Bursarable!! 
G& 
Signup at UAO office 3rd. floor of the Union 
Far store information call 372-2343 
ip And Save     Clip And Save     Clip And Save 
Kreischer Dining Center Presents: 
**eer temptation* 
featuring: 
all types of confections 
banana splits 
milk shakes floats 
hot fudge cake 
strawberry Ice cream cake 
sundaes 
February 14th, 15th 6k 16th 
Lunch 11:00-2:00 
Dinner 4:30 - 6:30 
It was to be the first court ses- 
sion since the jury -along with 
Simpson's lawyers and pros- 
ecutors toured Ms. Simpson's 
Brentwood condominium on 
Sunday. She and Goldman were 
killed in front of the house. 
Simpson Joined the entourage 
when it visited his opulent estate. 
The group passed by Goldman's 
apartment and the Mezzaluna 
restaurant where he worked and 
Ms. Simpson ate the night of the 
murders. 
Gloria Allied, a lawyer for the 
Brown family, complained that 
Simpson wasnt shackled, hand- 
cuffed or wearing a stun belt dur- 
ing the jury tour. 
"What's next?" she asked. "Is 
he going to be permitted to sign 
autographs outside of the crime 
scene, or pose for pictures or 
wear a tuxedo?" 
The sheriffs department said 
there were enough authorities 
around Simpson to guard him. 
Also Monday, a count)' law- 
maker said the state must pitch 
In to help pay the bills for pros- 
ecuting the case. 
Harassment 
raises 
eyebrows 3 
David Ammont 
The Associated Press 
OLYMPIA, Wash. - He's 
accused of sexual harass- 
ment After the November 
elections, he endured hosti- 
lity and setbacks from the 
legislature. 
His poll numbers are 
dismal, his tinting weak 
even among fellow Demo- 
crats. 
President Clinton? No, 
it's a politician In the 
"Other Washington." 
Gov. Mike Lowry already 
faces an uphill re-election 
battle in 1996 as a liberal 
Democrat swimming 
against a conservative cur- 
rent. Now he has a new ob- 
stacle: the second accusa- 
tion of sexual harassment 
in leas than a year. 
The latest claim comes 
from his former deputy 
press secretary, Susanne 
Albright. And on Monday, 
Lowry was hit with the res- 
ignation of his chief legal 
counsel, Jenny Durkan, a 
feminist and longtime sup- 
porter. 
Albright, a former jour- 
nalist and legislative pub- 
licist, was one of Lowry's 
most vigorous advocates 
after she was hired In May 
1993. 
She has not filed a formal 
complaint or given details 
of her claim that the gov- 
ernor committed repeated, 
persistent acts of sexual 
harassment Her attorney 
says it involved physical 
contact. 
Lowry, 54, flatly denies 
any wrongdoing. He la sup- 
ported by his wife of 26 
years, Mary. 
"I was stunned," said the 
first-term governor. "I 
never did anything inap- 
propriate. I've made that 
clear. I was never given any 
indication." 
Albright's lawyer, Larry 
Flnegold, said his client 
didnt intend to make the 
matter public, but couldn't 
agree with Lowry on a 
settlement Albright didnt 
want money, only an assur- 
ance that the governor 
wouldn't harass any more 
women, Flnegold said. He 
said Lowry refused. 
Albright left on medical 
leave In November and quit 
her $48,0Of>a-year job last 
month. She now works for a 
Seattle public relations 
firm. 
Her allegations were 
made public Friday after 
reporters used the state's 
Public Records Act to get 
information on why Al- 
bright left her job. 
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Mexican leader tries to keep balance 
Citizens look for end 
result of power struggle 
John Rica 
The Associated Press 
MEXICO CITY - President 
Ernesto Zedillo seems to be push- 
ing Mexico toward greater 
democracy and freer elections 
while wielding a club to help him 
keep his politi- 
cal balance. 
'   But how this 
| will improve 
the   lives   of 
I most Mexicans 
remains to be 
seen. 
! On Thursday, 
the president 
ended a year- 
long truce with 
Wit 
m br!d litics 
the leftist Indian rebels in south- 
ern Chiapas state, sending 
thousands of troops to occupy 
former rebel villages. Federal 
police fanned out across the state 
and country to arrest suspected 
rebels and question sympath- 
izers. 
The nation's most famed leftist 
politician, Cuauhtemoc Car- 
denas, told tens of thousands of 
protesters in Mexico City on Sat- 
urday that Zedillo had started "a 
prolonged war that will last many 
years, causing many deaths." 
Yet, a day after the angry 
protest, members of the conser- 
vative opposition National Action 
Party were dancing in the streets 
of Guadalajara to celebrate what 
party leaders called a "victory 
for democracy." 
Zedillo's ruling Institutional 
Revolutionary Party, or PHI, 
peacefully accepted the worst 
defeat in its 66-year history In 
the race for governor of Jalisco 
state and for mayor of Guadala- 
jara, Mexico's second-largest 
dry. 
While the PAN landslide in Jal- 
isco may broaden faith in elec- 
toral results, cleaner elections 
are likely to have little effect on 
the large gap between the rich 
and poor, and the lack of a signif- 
icant middle class. 
In the hills of Chiapas, too, 
people are reacting to govern- 
ment Intervention the way they 
traditionally have - with fear. 
Villages have been abandoned by 
peasants who may not belong to 
die Zapatista rebels, but who 
don't want to be mistaken for 
one. 
The government made another 
effort to appease critics on Tues- 
day when the PRI governor of 
Chiapas, Eduardo Robledo, re- 
signed in hopes of ending a bitter 
election dispute and helping to 
pacify a state roiled by rebellion. 
"I view the Robledo resig- 
nation as a sign of reassurance 
that political solutions are avail- 
able and that hard-liners have not 
taken over the government," said 
Delal Baer, a Mexico specialist at 
the Center for Strategic and In- 
ternational Studies in Washing- 
ton. 
Zedillo took office in Decem- 
ber promising a final cleanup of 
Mexico's long-notorious elec- 
tions. 
But almost immediately, some 
regional PRI dinosaurs took ad- 
vantage of Zedillo's promise to 
stay out of state affairs by using 
riots to block a federal solution of 
an election dispute that they 
feared could cost them control of 
Tabasco state. 
Challenged by hard-liners in 
his own party and blocked In 
efforts   to  negotiate   peace   In 
Mexico President Eraesto Zedillo speaks to an Indigeaoas people's 
group at the National Palace in Mexico City. Zedillo asked tke 
aruy not to take any offensive action In Chiapas. 
Chiapas, Zedillo was accused of 
weakness. He quickly took a club 
to the Zapatistas, thrilling hard- 
liners who had been frustrated 
by a year of inconclusive nego- 
tiations with the lightly armed 
rebels. 
"He's got a real contradiction," 
Baer said. "He has to try to ap- 
pease those dinosaurs and hard- 
liners in the party that are man- 
ageable while keeping the re- 
form path on track." 
"He's trying to be all things to 
all people," she said. 
Critics from Cardenas' Demo- 
cratic Revolution Party, or PRD, 
called Zedillo's policy "incoher- 
ent." 
"We are facing a regime that 
doesnt know what it wants," said 
Ricardo Pascoe, a member of the 
PRD's central committee. "One 
day it has one policy and the next 
day it has another policy." 
With most Mexicans suffering 
from a sharp economic down- 
turn, National Action has a 
strong chance in all three re- 
maining   governor's   races  this 
year. 
Some analysts believe National 
Action could lead a congressional 
majority in 1997 and make it to 
the presidency in 2000. 
"This triumph shows it is pos- 
sible to change the government - 
through the force of votes and 
not through the force of bullets." 
Feminist cartoon crusaders hit Japan 
By Dorian Benkoil 
The Associated Press 
TOKYO - Family budgets that 
survived the Mighty Morphin' 
Power Rangers will soon face an 
assault from another team of 
Japanese superheroes - wearing 
pleated miniskirts and go-go 
boots. 
I "Sailor Moon," a blonde, pony- 
tailed teen-ager, and her girl- 
friends are on the way to combat 
evil and sexism - and sell as 
many dolls, trinkets and toys as 
possible. 
DIC Productions of Burbank, 
Calif., plans to bring the 
Japanese cartoon series into 
American homes in September. 
Japan's Bandai Co., which cant 
nuke Power Ranger toys fast 
enough to feed U.S. demand, has 
rights to the merchandising. 
The Japanese creators of the 
Sailor Moon cartoon attribute its 
Immense popularity in Japan to 
the casting of strong females as 
central characters - and the 
American version will retain fe-- 
male empowerment as a frequent 
theme. 
"Today's little girls want to be 
just as strong as boys," said DIC 
spokesman Jeff Pryor. "Barbie is 
not really an appropriate role 
model anymore." 
But these so-called warriors 
against sexism characters wear 
miniskirts and draw their power 
from makeup, and sometimes get 
help from a masked man In a 
cape named Tuxedo, who often 
appears when the girls are in 
trouble. 
Some of the racier moments 
from the Japanese version will 
hit the cutting room floor, includ- 
ing when one of Sailor Moon's 
team proudly refers to the size of 
her breasts, said DIC president 
Andy Heyward. 
Known in Japan as "Pretty Sol- 
dier Sailor Moon," the title char- 
acter In everyday life is a brash 
and disheveled 14-year-old 
named Usagi, who like most 
Japanese junior high school girls 
wears a sailor-style uniform. 
Using magical brooches, scep- 
ters and compacts, Usagi and her 
girl companions transform into 
fast-thinking, stylish superher- 
oines who use power rays to fight 
otherworldly demons. 
In one episode, a female alien 
sends her male underling to lure 
Sailor Moon and her crew to an 
airport where he scoffs at their 
abilities and tries to run them 
over with airplanes. 
.The girls shout "Scorn for 
women is a thing of the past!" 
and "Don't belittle women!" 
while using their powers to make 
the planes chase him away. 
Almost all of the forces of evil 
in the show are older women, 
however, not men. 
Each of Sailor Moon's team Is 
named for celestial bodies. The 
U.S. version will drop "Pretty 
Soldier" from the title. 
Since picking up the rights last 
month, DIC has signed up enough 
stations to reach 85 percent of 
U.S. homes, Heyward said. The 
series has already done well in 
France, Spain, and Hong Kong, 
he said. 
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Refugee conference begins 
Diplomats propose answers to Rwandans'problems 
Pauline Jalinek 
The Associated Press 
BUKAVU, Zaire - A sign at the 
entrance to a Rwandan refugee 
camp denies any killers live 
within. "We are normal refu- 
gees," It avows. 
The message 
is absurd. 
There Is little 
that is normal 
about the lives 
of the 2 million 
people who 
stampeded out 
of their coun- 
try during last 
year's bloodlet- 
ting and now 
cant find their way back. 
"Will these people go home - 
and when - certainly that is the 
big question," said Patrick Da- 
Souza, head of the U.N. High 
Commissioner for Refugees pro- 
gram in this eastern Zairian re- 
gion. 
With host countries anxious to 
be rid of the refugees and donor 
countries   less  willing   to  feed 
them, the world hopes to find the 
answer in a tangle of uncertain 
political, military, and financial 
proposals. 
They will be discussed in a 
three-day conference beginning 
Wednesday in Burundi, Rwan- 
da's southern neighbor, which it- 
self Is in the middle of a political 
crisis Involving the same ethnic 
groups - Hutu and Tutsi. 
More than 300 diplomats and 
aid officials at the conference 
will try to figure out how to bring 
reconciliation to Rwanda, a coun- 
try of 7 million, ravaged by a 
genocide campaign that killed 
more than a half-million people 
In three months, mostly Tutsi. 
The problem is that recon- 
ciliation would mean trials and 
punishment for those responsible 
for the slaughter. And those 
blamed -- mostly former Hutu 
government officials, soldiers, 
and allied civilian militiamen - 
want no part of going home if it 
r.eans they have to face the mu- 
sic. 
These extremists used threats 
and hate propaganda to incite 
many peasants to join in when 
the killing started in April They 
incited them to flee the country 
when Tutsi-led rebels stopped 
the genocide and took over the 
country in July, prompting the 
largest and fastest exodus in 
modern times, more than a mil- 
lion people in less than a week. 
Ever since, they have killed or 
threatened refugees who want to 
go home, hoping to deny popula- 
tion and legitimacy to the new 
government. They also have con- 
vinced many that the new 
government will kill them if they 
repatriate. 
The Kigali government in- 
cludes a number of moderate 
Hutus, and more than 1,000 
members of the former army 
have been incorporated into the 
new national force and Its com- 
mand. But the government has 
said repeatedly that it will not 
negotiate with former officials 
who planned the genocide. 
Still, the majority of Rwandan 
refugees In Zaire, Tanzania, 
Burundi, and Uganda are doubt- 
less Innocents who fled their 
country In fear during the vio- 
lence. Some of their conditions 
for going home are more modest, 
though by no means guaranteed. 
Farmers, who make up most of 
Rwanda's population, want to 
know that if they return to their 
villages, they will be able to 
resettle on their land. Many 
homes have been taken over by 
Tutsls who left the country in the 
last great upheaval 30 years ago 
and returned after the Hutu 
government was ousted in July. 
So the Issue of land tenure will 
be another difficult issue for dis- 
cussion at the Burundi confer- 
ence. 
Although security in Rwanda 
has Improved over the months, 
there are still revenge killings by 
people who lost their families in 
last year's bloodletting and, In 
some Instances, by soldiers of the 
new government. Improving se- 
curity conditions in Rwanda for 
refugees who want to return also 
will be on the conference agenda. 
U.N. High Commissioner Sa- 
dako Ogata told Journalists dur- 
ing her visit to the camps that 
officials are trying to do all they 
can to calm people's fears and 
remove barriers to renatriaiion. 
Rushdie stays out of limelight 
Condemned writer looks past death threats to live rest of his life 
The Associated Press 
LONDON - Hiding isn't a full- 
time Job for writer Salman Rush- 
die, who even did a comedy turn 
on television in the last year. 
"Salman, you should get out 
more. You're becoming anti- 
social," comedian Donna 
McPhail Joked on the BBC's sa- 
tirical news quiz, "Have I Got 
News for You." 
When the conversation turned 
to a cricket official who had fired 
a team chaplain, Rushdie quip- 
ped: "He should be sentenced to 
death." 
The late Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomeini of Iran ordered the 
novelist's death six years ago for 
allegedly blaspheming Islam in 
his book, "The Satanic Verses." 
Rushdie wrote an open letter in 
July in support of Taslima Nas- 
rin, the Bangladeshi author who 
went Into hiding rather than be 
arrested on charges of violating 
religious sentiments. 
He also published his first col- 
lection of short stories in the fall, 
titled "East, West." 
Rushdie's unannounced ap- 
pearances at literary and social 
events provoke little comment, 
but life under police guard 
clearly has its restraints. 
Appearing in Brussels, Bel- 
gium, in November, Rushdie 
complained that British Airways 
and Lufthansa, the German air-_ 
line, refused to allow him on their 
flights for fear of terrorism. He 
dldnt say how he got to Brussels. 
Wounded, ill 
evacuated from 
Chechen capital 
Julia Rubin 
The Associated Press 
GROZNY, Russia - For six nightmarish weeks she huddled in 
her basement with the corpses et an elderly couple who died 
after taking shelter with her. She was too afraid to come out. 
This week, 61-year-old Valya Udobakhiyeva finally emerged, 
blinking, her hands and feet covered with grime and sores. 
"What's the date today?" she asked as she was lifted into a 
truck bound for a Russian army hospital Monday. "Is the shoot- 
ing over for good?" 
"Nobody knows, granny dear," said rescue worker Grisha 
Chukov, a member of the 40-man rescue unit in Russia's Emer- 
gency Situations Ministry. The rescue workers have begun try- 
ing to pick up the pieces in Russian-controlled north Grozny 
after weeks of bombing, artillery attacks and gun battles. 
Chukov evacuates the sick and wounded, delivers water and 
medical kits, picks up mall and performs countless other func- 
tions in a city that has ceased to function at all. 
"Look at it, it's Stalingrad," he said as the truck lurched past 
block after block of ruins, down cratered streets lined with 
bricks and rotting bodies. 
Gunfire sounded from southern parts of the city, where Che- 
chen separatists continue to battle the Russian troops sent in to 
snuff out the southern republic's three-year bid for independ- 
ence from Moscow. Despite a limited cease-fire signed Monday, 
nobody in Grozny expects peace anytime soon. 
Russian troops blanket central and northern Grozny, but are 
Jumpy. 
The troops roar around the dusty streets in tanks and armored 
personnel carriers, and patrol quiet lanes of broken-down 
houses on foot. They visibly outnumber civilians, who usually 
are elderly people dragging food, water or building materials in 
wheelbarrows and handcarts. 
Many civilians accuse the troops of attacking and stealing 
from them. 
SCHOOL  
Continued from page six. 
The library contains informa- 
tion on the different programs 
offered by the University, as well 
as programs offered by other col- 
leges and universities. It also 
contains information for over- 
seas travel, work abroad, vol- 
unteer abroad and international 
Internship programs. 
Raymont will work closely 
with faculty involved in the 
different University programs. 
There have been promotional ac- 
tivities throughout the week to 
stress study abroad. Feb. 20-21, 
there will be a Study Abroad 
video from 11:00 am. to 2 p.m. 
CHIM-    
CHIMINEY 
Continued from page one. 
"A lot of people don't like 
heights, don't like getting dirty 
or what have you and that's why 
we're here," Snyder said. 
There have been a number of 
emergency situations where 
Snyder's expertise was needed. 
Snyder said he was summoned to 
a home In Bowling Green where 
carbon monoxide was detected at 
dangerous levels. After Snyder 
was called, he said he was able to 
solve the problem within an hour. 
"I will drop everything to get 
to a life-threatening situation," 
Snyder said. 
In the off season. Clean Sweap 
does repair work. According to 
Snyder, few sweeps work the en- 
tire calendar year. 
"We do repair work, such as 
masonry and other chimney- 
related repairs in the off- 
season," Snyder said. 
MID AM MMOR 
• NOWRENTING» 
Choose from choice apartments within walking 
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year 
♦ 
! 
fc 
next to the University Union's In- 
formation desk on the first floor. 
"We  want  more  students   to 
particiapte in the international 
experience," Raymont said. 
Sue Crawford, dean of continu- 
ing and international education 
and summer programs, said It Is 
important for students to gain 
different cultural perspectives. 
"Students will be involved with 
international concerns as part of 
their Jobs and living experience," 
Crawford said. "It is important to 
have exposure [to the interna- 
tional   commmunity]." 
STUDY—  
Continued from page fix. 
The library mntain« informa- 
tion on the different programs 
offered by the University, as well 
as programs offered by other col- 
leges and universities. It also 
contains Information for over- 
seas travel, work abroad, vol- 
unteer abroad and International 
internship programs. 
Raymont will work closely 
with faculty involved in the 
different University programs. 
There have been promotional ac- 
tivities throughout the week to 
stress study abroad. Feb. 20-21, 
there will be a Study Abroad 
video from 11:00 sun. to 2 p.m. 
next to the University Union's in- 
formation desk on the first floor. 
"We want more students to 
particiapte in the international 
experience," Raymont said. 
Sue Crawford, dean of continu- 
ing and international education 
and summer programs, said it is 
important for students to gain 
different cultural perspectives. 
"Students will be involved with 
international concerns as part of 
their Jobs and living experience," 
Crawford said. "It is important to 
have exposure [to the interna- 
tional commmunity]." Study 
Abroad programs have been suc- 
cessful in the past. Students have 
always had a positive attitude, 
Raymont said. 
"For many students. New 
Study Abroad proves to be the 
most outstanding experience of 
their lives so far," Raymont said. 
Crawford said the New Study 
Abroad programs are very di- 
verse. 
"They provide an opportunity 
to live and learn in different cul- 
tures," she said. Scholarship 
money is available to help offset 
the cost of the trips. 
1995-1996. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat 
and water included, air conditioning 
1 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352 
Natjv^ American 
Ediieat j^^ek 
A weeuc lontpp. 
edumtipnsrfp temttbmdkng the vatibs^mmcan 
Feb 21 at VWNrafl ?bc^rp^r^a^ertusaO 
Fr.b 22 QeranirTY^Ad ax_jp*ojiienade Lounge 
T   *i 1   (outside Prout) 
Feb 23 at 7:30 fjSftdJ 
1  IVi   ' 
SallrAm Ward Churchill 
Feb. 25 WalpoleUNid rrtJSV00 
j^rto-opm;   Meet behind the Depart 7kfni r] 
Union, at thi k )afdinWdocks.    Q£K*2i T j        core? 
For more info, ca |12-7164 or 2-2343 
«> ********************************^ 
%\        Last day to sign up for * 
t:R8B@ Midnight Skiing In   [J5§g 
It        Mt. Brighton, Michigan 
♦ (Leave 7:45 pm, February 17 ♦ {from Gnion loading dock, 
■2-!38m! £return 7:30 am, February 18 
r^°y! [$35.00 includes rental, 
"^   **"'; [$25.00 w/out rental 
'■Sign-Up in UAO office 
-     CaU 2-7164 or 2-2 343 for Info. 
******************************** 
Anniversary Sale!!! 
4" Large, 
e toppj 
pizza 
353-PflPfl 
826 S. Moln 
STUDENT  RECREATION  CENTER 
WEIGHT TRAINING CLINIC 
February 15th 
any time between 
7- 9 pm 
Mezzanine Weight Area 
1 
Come and learn more about 
Nautilue &  Universal  weight tralnlna.il 
For more Information call 372-7402 
HI 
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Falcons look for sweep of EMU 
Rot. Willinci/Tkt BG Newi 
.;   James Cerlsier battle* for a rebound against Ohio University Sunday. The Falcons travel to Eastern 
■   Michigan tonight to take on the second place Eagles. 
"Rockets' Maxwell not 
around for practice 
Mlcheal A. Lutz 
The Associated Press 
HOUSTON - Even though he 
could've been there, Vernon 
Maxwell skipped the Houston 
Rockets' first practice after the 
All-Star break. The suspended 
guard says he didn't know he was 
expected. 
"It was just a lack of communi- 
cation with Vernon," coach Rudy 
Tomjanovich said after Mon- 
day's two-hour workout. "Well 
get it straightened out. He 
thought because he was suspend- 
ed he wasn't supposed to be 
around the team." 
Maxwell was suspended 10 
games and fined $20,000 for 
rushing into the stands to punch a 
heckler'on Feb. 6 in Portland. 
He has eight games left In his 
10-game suspension, although 
he's filed an appeal to NBA 
commissioner David Stern clalm- 
;lng the league didn't fully in- 
-* vestigate the incident. 
Tomjanovich said It's not clear 
whether Maxwell will start when 
he returns. 
"We'll have to see," Tomjano- 
vich said. "If you stay off all that 
time, it just depends." 
Maxwell went into the stands 
at Portland and confronted Steve 
George of Atlanta. Maxwell said 
George shouted racial and sexual 
Insults about his family, especial- 
ly his daughter, Amber, who died 
in 1993. 
George has denied making any 
derogatory remarks about Max- 
well and has demanded Maxwell 
retract his accusations. 
On Monday at The Summit, 
Maxwell continued to receive 
support from his teammates. 
"Every person has his pressure 
point," Robert Horry said. "One 
thing will make a person cross 
the line and something else will 
got to another person." 
Otis Thorpe said he wasn't sur- 
prised at Maxwell's absence 
from the workout. 
"I don't know the rules," 
Thorpe said. "Sometimes you're 
not supposed to be with the team 
when you're suspended.  Some- 
times you are." 
Tomjanovich had more than 
Maxwell on his mind as he put 
the defending champions 
through their paces for Tuesday 
night's game against the Los An- 
geles Clippers, who embarrassed 
the Rockets on Thursday 122-107. 
Hakeem Olajuwon spent most 
of his time getting treatment for 
soreness, Horry rested his ach- 
ing lower back and Carl Herrera 
wasn't ready to come off the in- 
jured list. 
"It was a bad situation coming 
back," Tomjanovich said. "I 
didn't have everybody back. And 
what with all the travel, I wasn't 
real happy with the workout" 
Olajuwon and Horry are ex- 
pected to be ready to face the 
Clippers. 
Since Herrera still has an In- 
jured hamstring, the Rockets 
signed Chucky Brown to a second 
10-day contract 
Marty Fuller 
The BG News 
After knocking down Mid- 
American Conference giant, Ohio 
University, on Sunday the BG 
men's basketball team must re- 
group for a second place battle 
with Eastern Michigan tonight In 
Ypsilanti, Mich. 
The Falcons have succeeded In 
clawing their way back toward 
the top of the conference stand- 
ings. With six games left to play 
in the season BG sits at 8-4 in the 
MAC, while the Eagles carry a 
9-3 mark. A victory at the Bowen 
Field House would move the Fal- 
cons into second place. 
"This would get us a little step 
closer to being as far ahead of 
the pack as we can when tourna- 
ment time comes around," Fal- 
con forward Floyd Miller said. 
Road games, however, have not 
come easy for the BG squad. 
While amassing an excellent 6-1 
mark at home, they have man- 
aged a meager 2-3 record on the 
road. 
"This would be our third 
straight win on the road," Miller 
said. "We need that because we 
started out the season real slow 
on the road." 
EMU Is looking to extend a five 
game winning streak and is 4-1 in 
MAC play at home. 
"We are very optimistic about 
being contenders in the league. 
Having Theron Wilson back in 
the lineup solidifies our front 
court and our ability to apply de- 
fensive   pressure,"   EMU   heed 
coach Ben Braun said. 
Wilson averages 8 points and 5 
rebounds a game and is the MAC 
leader in blocked shots, but he 
wont be the primary concern for 
the Falcons. Kareem Carpenter 
and Brian Tolbert are the inside- 
outside, one-two punch for the 
Eagles. 
Tolbert racked up 34 points in 
the Eagles overtime loss to the 
Falcons earlier this year. The 
junior guard is fifth In the league 
in scoring with a 17.2 average. 
Carpenter, who averages 12.5 
points a game, was limited to 
four points by BG in their pre- 
vious contest. Even If he isn't 
scoring, the senior forward can 
do damage on the boards. Car- 
penter Is second in the MAC, 
pulling down 12.8 rebounds a 
game. 
"Eastern has Brian Tolbert and 
Kareem Carpenter who just had 
two big rebounding games. We 
have to take care of those guys 
and make sure they don't have a 
big game," Miller said. 
The Falcons have been getting 
offensive production from all 
five of their starters, but mainly 
from the man in the middle, 
Shane Kline-Rumlnski. The 
senior center had two big games 
last week and leads the Falcon 
club In scoring (17.4 ppg) and re- 
bounding (7.2 rpg). 
When Kllne-Rumlnski doesn't 
get the shot, the ball is spread 
evenly over the BG offense. 
1      MEN'S UATI II 1         II 
75.8 
Bowling Green 
At 
Eastern Michigan 
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51.8 FG% 43.3 
36.9 3-PT FG% 31.9 
67.8 FT% 66.5 
67.3 Pts. Allowed 70.3 
+3.2 Reb. Margin +6.7 
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January 18,1995 
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Upstart 
Cavs 
defy odds 
TIM Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - Somehow, the 
Cleveland Cavaliers minus 
several key players made it to 
the NBA's annual Ail-Star break 
still a contender for home-court 
advantage In the first round of 
the NBA playoff a 
Cleveland (28-19) resumes die 
regular season Wednesday night 
at Gund Arena against the Or- 
lando Magic, the top team in the 
Eastern Conference with a 37-10 
mark. 
The Cavs need to be In the top 
four of the conference to have a 
home edge in the first-round 
games this spring. Presently they 
are fourth best, but just half a 
game ahead of the Indiana 
Pacers. The Cavs trail Charlotte 
by 2 games in the Central Divi- 
sion. 
Coach Mike Fratello's Cava- 
liers have struggled on offense, 
but they are giving up the fewest 
points per game (89.2) of any 
team in the NBA 
"We want to get everybody 
healthy and try to win the Central 
Division," said Frateuo, who re- 
mains an optimist. 
Cleveland has been competi- 
tive without starting center Brad 
Daugherty, who has missed this 
season due to back problems that 
required surgery. Veteran guard 
Gerald Wilkins has also missed 
every game due to a leg injury. 
Guard Mark Price is presently 
out for about two months with a 
fractured wrist. 
Forward Larry Nance, a Cleve- 
land starter for several seasons, 
retired before this season due to 
pain in his knees and now is a 
special-assignment assistant 
coach for the team. 
Meanwhile, power forward 
Tyrone Hill emerged as an All- 
Star selection, but he sat out 
Monday's practice due to a 
sprained finger. 
"All we can do is hope we're 
able to hold up in the second half 
and into the playoffs, but it's ob- 
viously going to be difficult," 
said Wayne Embry, Cavaliers 
general manager. 
BG women welcome 
MAC cellar dweller 
Dave Feltner 
BC News 
The past two weeks have 
brought a definite direction to 
the BG women's basketball 
team. 
Unfortunately, its been in a 
rapid downward motion. 
In that span the Falcons have 
dipped from fifth to a tie for 
seventh place, with Akron, in 
the Mid-American Conference 
standings. 
BG currently stands 6-14 
overall and 4-8 in MAC play. 
And with only six games re- 
maining the Falcons are en- 
sured or their first losing 
season since 1990-91. 
But even with the recent 
slide, the Falcons will more 
than welcome tonight's oppo- 
nent. Eastern Michigan. The 
last time the two met BG slap- 
ped the Eagles with a 90-61 loss 
on their home court. 
The Eagles come to town 
bringing up the bottom In the 
MAC standings at 1-11, 4-16 
overall. They've dropped six In 
a row and 12 of their last 13. 
"Eastern's a team that's try- 
ing to get better," Falcon coach 
Jacl Clark said. "They have one 
of the better players in the 
MAC in Tract Parsons [16.3 
ppg., 5.9 rpg.] and I know 
they'll come down here ready 
to play." 
The Falcons should be ready 
to play themselves. Sunday 
they played one of their better 
games of the year, on the de- 
fensive side, against first-place 
Ohio. 
Ml  HISSUVM I | | 
Eastern Michigan 
At 
Bowling Green 
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BG struggled on the 
offensive end, however, hitting 
just 30 percent of their shots 
from the field. 
"I thought we played well for 
33 minutes," Clark said. "I 
thought we had good intensity 
throughout the game, but when 
It came to crunch time I 
thought Ohio showed that they 
were a focused team. 
"I think what we need to do Is 
continue to work hard and 
show that kind of Intensity 
throughout the game." 
The Falcons need a win to 
keep a toehold on seventh 
place. An eighth-place finish 
would meen a road trip agaisnt 
the first-place Bobcats in the 
opening round of the MAC 
tournament 
"We have no choice but to do 
what's In our capability," 
Clark said. "The regular 
season is about who Is the moat 
consistent and the tournament 
is about who's hot. All we can 
do Is try to win games and get 
ourselves ready for the tour- 
nament" 
Michelle Shade, the 10th all- 
time scorer in BG history, con- 
tinues to carry the brunt of the 
load on the Falcon of fense. She 
tossed In a game-high 22 
against the Bobcats and brings 
a 15.6 scoring average into to- 
night's contest. 
Charlotte Jones continued 
her recent assault on the 
boards Sunday, grabbing 13. 
\ 
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Expansion draft first 
step to Super Bowl 
Dave Goldberg 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK ~ BUI Walsh, the 
NFL's consulting "genius," sug- 
gested that if the Jacksonville 
Jaguars and Carolina Panthers 
chose players well, they might 
win as many as six games next 
"He said that? He really said 
that?" asked Bill Pollan, the 
Panthers.' general manager. 
Then Polian laughed. 
The Jaguars and Panthers get 
their first shot Wednesday at the 
players with whom they will be- 
gin to build new franchises at the 
NFL's first expansion draft since 
Tampa Bay and and Seattle 
Joined the league 19 years ago. 
But this is like most expansion 
lists - the lame, the halt, the el- 
derly and the overpaid, plus a 
bunch of "prospects" from spe- 
cial teams. "Overpaid" is a par- 
ticularly Important category in 
this era of the salary cap. 
So If free agency and extra 
draft picks could make the 
Panthers and Jaguars more com- 
petitive than the Bucs and Sea- 
hawks, Walsh's prediction seems 
a bit optimistic. Tampa Bay went 
0-14 that year, and lost 12 more 
the next before winning its first 
game. Seattle was 2-12, with one 
of those victories over the Bucs. 
But there's likely to be mar- 
ginal help from the expansion list 
of 168 players, six from each of 
the existing 28 franchises. Each 
team will be allowed to pull back 
one player after it has one player 
chosen. 
Take two of the players con- 
sidered among the best available: 
Arizona quarterback Steve 
Beuerlein and Cleveland defen- 
sive tackle Michael Dean Perry. 
Beuerlein, who could be the 
first player taken when the Ja- 
guars begin the selections at 
noon EST, is somewhere between 
legitimate starter and first-rate 
backup. 
Last season, he was the second- 
lowest-rated passer in the NFC 
and was benched at midseason by 
coach Buddy Ryan. But Ryan has 
a habit of hooking quarterbacks, 
and two years ago, Beuerlein set 
a Cardinals' record by complet- 
ing 61.7 percent of his passes. 
He played well as a backup 
with the Cowboys, but is due to 
make $2.7 million next year. 
Perry, 29, started In the Pro 
Bowl for the fifth time in sixth 
seasons. But he has had knee and 
ankle injuries, will count for $2.8 
million against the salary cap 
next year, and becomes a free 
agent in 1996. 
Perry, however, grew up in 
South Carolina and says he 
wouldn't mind going back. And 
lie might fit into the category de- 
scribed by Panthers coach Dom 
Capers. 
"You want the type of individ- 
uals who have a work ethic to set 
a good example," Capers said. 
"Because [of] what leaders we're 
going to have on this team, we'll 
probably get [more] from the ex- 
perienced people." 
Perry also could go to Jackson- 
ville, which recently signed 
former Heisman Trophy winner 
Andre Ware and may not go for a 
quarterback Immediately. Tom 
Coughlin, the Jaguars' coach and 
general manager, hinted at that 
when he said: 
"I think there are some players 
who have some very good grades 
who are in the draft - obviously 
one defensive tackle." 
There are other name players 
available, including quarterback 
Mark Ryplen of the Browns, 
MVP in the 1992 Super Bowl for 
Washington; Perry's brother, 
William; Rod Smith, who started 
at cornerback for New England 
this year, defensive end Chris 
Doleman; wide receivers Gary 
Clark and Kelvin Martin; guard 
Max Montoya; nose tackle Jeff 
Wright; safety Louis Oliver, cor- 
nerback Terrell Buckley, and 
wide receiver Desmond Howard, 
.he 1991 Heisman Trophy winner 
who's been a disappointment in 
Washington. 
Many are like Howard, Buck- 
ley, or tight end Derek Brown 
-who presumably failed first- 
round picks. Others are over 30 
or coming off serious injuries. 
One good example is the lists 
submitted by San Francisco and 
Dallas, the NFL's two best teams 
by far last season. 
The 49ers put up only backups 
- safety Dana Hall, a disappoint- 
ing first-rounder, plus offensive 
lineman Harry Boatswain; aging 
running back Marc Logan, tight 
end Ted Popson; special teams 
player Adam Walker and Marie 
Thomas, a defensive end. 
Dallas' list includes Jason Gar- 
rett, the third-string quarterback 
who started and won against 
Green Bay; running back Der- 
rick Lassie, who missed all 
season with a broken leg; plus 
little-used backups Lincoln 
Coleman, Willie Jackson, Jim 
Schwantz and Dave Thomas. A 
decent prospect at cornerback, 
Thomas could be the first Cow- 
boy chosen. 
Both teams have to choose 30 
players unless they spend $14 
million in cap money for less. 
They can take as many as 42. 
Baseball owners take 
initiative with players 
Ronald Blum 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Baseball owners 
will again offer contracts to un- 
signed major leaguers Friday but 
wont agree to salary arbitration 
and won't let players, teams or 
agents negotiate 
Monday's decision by the 
owners appears to leave striking 
major leaguers and teams at a 
standstill while both sides wait 
for collective bargaining to re- 
sume. Spring training is to start 
Thursday with minor leaguers 
and replacement players. 
"We, the [Player Relations 
Committee], are prepared to ne- 
gotiate with them on wages, 
hours and working conditions 
over any major league players," 
management lawyer Rob Man- 
fred said. "Individual teams may 
not negotiate with individual 
players in the bargaining unit" 
Just 234 of the approximately 
1,100 players on 40-man rosters 
have signed major league con- 
tracts. When owners implement- 
ed their salary cap Dec. 23, they 
offered contracts under the new 
AVAILABLE 
RENTALS FOR 
95-96 
1 Bedroom 
• 117 N Main 
• 20 Elm St. 
• 114 S Main 
IFor More Information 
Call... 
INEWLOVE! 
Rentals 
352-5620 
(Our Only Office) 
J • The Renal Agency voted 01 
I by the BC NEWS for 1994! 
system. But owners rescinded 
the salary cap Feb. 6 after the 
National Labor Relations Board 
said it was prepared to issue an 
unfair labor practice complaint 
charging that owners illegally 
imposed the system. 
The union has filed renewed 
unfair labor practice charges, al- 
leging that owners failed to 
restore the old rules when the 
salary cap was withdrawn. A de- 
cision by the NLRB Is expected 
before the end of the month. 
Owners say they dont have to 
go forward with arbitration be- 
cause it isn't a mandatory subject 
of bargaining under the National 
Labor Relations Act 
Some on the players side thlci: 
owners may try to reimplement, 
using their proposal that called 
for a luxury tax on the amount of 
payrolls above $35 million. 
"I have no doubt they want to, 
that they're looking for the right 
opportunity," said Eugene Orza, 
the union's No. 2 official. 
"We don't have anything on the 
table that we are at impasse on," 
Manfred said. 
With no talks scheduled, the 
sides are preparing for Wednes- 
day's hearing before the Senate 
Judiciary Committee's subcom- 
mittee on antitrust, business and 
competition. 
Sens. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, 
D N.Y., Nancy Kassebaum, 
R-Kan., and Bob Graham, D-Fla., 
will testify on the first panel, fol- 
lowed by acting commissioner 
Bud Sellg, management negotia- 
tor John Harrington and James 
Rill, an assistant attorney gen- 
eral for antitrust in the Bush ad- 
ministration. 
The final panel will have union 
head Donald Fehr, players David 
Cone and Eddie Murray, and 
former Federal Trade Commis- 
sion general counsel Kevin Ar- 
quit. 
Both sides still blame each 
other for the failure to reach a 
deal last Tuesday at the White 
House. Management's negotiat- 
ing committee criticized Fehr for 
not telling the truth to his own 
side in a Feb. 8 memo. 
"It is our view that Mr. Fehr's 
memorandum to his agents is af- 
firmatively misleading," the ne- 
gotiating committee wrote in a 
Feb. 10 memo, a copy of which 
was obtained by The Associated 
Frees. 
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Toledo at BG BG 
Ohio at Akron Ohio 
Ball St. at Eastern Mich. EMU 
Miami at Central Mich. Miami 
Kent at Western Mich. Kent 
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BG 
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EMU 
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BG 
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EMU 
Miami 
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Women 
BG at Tolado Toledo Toledo 
Akron at Ohio Ohio Ohio 
Western Mich, at Kent Kant Kent 
Central Mich, at Miami Miami Miami 
Eastern Mich, at Bail St. EMU EMU 
Big Ten  
Toledo 
Ohio 
Kent 
Miami 
EMU 
Toledo 
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Kent 
Miami 
EMU 
Indiana at Michigan Indiana 
Ohio St. at Iowa Iowa 
Michigan St. at Minnesota MSU 
Northwestern at Purdue Purdue 
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Purdue 
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To win. circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form in to The BG News. 210 West 
Hall. In case of ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News. All entries must be submitted by 5 
p.m. Friday. Terry Sense. 542 Frazee Ave.. was lasr week's winner. Terry picked 14 of 15 games correctly. 
Hoosiers down OSU 
as Henderson nets 28 
Ruaty Millar 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Alan Henderson 
scored 28 points and had 11 re- 
bounds as Indiana beat Ohio 
State 69-52 Tuesday night for 
coach Bob Knight's 300th career 
Big Ten victory. 
Brian Evans added 14 points 
and Michael Hermon 10 for the 
Hoosiers, 15-9 overall and 7-5 in 
the Big Ten. 
Indiana won its second game in 
a row for the first time in over a 
month. The Hoosiers had alter- 
nated wins and losses in thelr 
nlne previous games. 
In his 24th season at Indiana, 
Knight improved to 300-114 In 
Big Ten games. 
Tony Watson scored 19 points 
and Rickey Dudley had 12 points 
and 10 rebounds for Ohio State, 
5-17 overall and 1-11 in the con- 
ference. The Buckeyes have lost 
10 of its last 11 and 14 or the last 
17. 
The Hoosiers, who matched 
their total of last year with just 
their third Toad win, stretched a 
two-point margin at the half with 
a 10-2 run at the outset of the 
second half. 
The first two trips down, In- 
diana posted up guards Hermon 
and Steve Hart and each hit bas- 
kets Inside. Then Charlie Miller 
scored his first points of the 
game on a 3-pointer. 
After Ohio State broke through 
at the 16:57 mark on a baseline 
jumper by Watson, Hermon hit a 
3-pointer to push the lead to 
37-27. 
The Buckeyes scored the next 
three points before Watson 
picked up his fourth foul. Indiana 
then reeled off seven of the next 
nine points - Herman, Hender- 
son and Miller each hitting bas- 
kets and Henderson adding a; 
free throw - for a 44-32 advan- 
tage. ; 
The lead never dipped below 
seven again. 
Miller, Hart and Hermon had: 
combined for two points in the 
first half, but picked up 14 in the 
first 7  minutes of the second 
half. 
Indiana led 27-25 through an 
ugly first half, which had the 
teams combining to go l-for-8 
from 3-point range, ll-of-19 at' 
the line and total one blocked' 
shot and nine assists. 
About the only signs of life for 
either team were IU's Hender- 
son, with 17 points, and Watson, 
with 10. 
Ohio State had won the last two 
meetings at St. John Arena. 
"COCKTAILS & CONDOMS" 
with 
JEFF DESJARLAIS 
an exciting program 
using humor and music 
to discuss tough issues 
WEDS., FEB. 15, 6 PM 
GRAND BALLROOM 
FREE! DOOR PRIZES! 
call 2-2130 for info 
1— 
Campus Expressions 
Euchre Mini-Course! 
Stop In to learn or just to play cards! 
Free pop & chips! 
February 16,8:30- 
11:30 pm In the Bowl- 
n-Gnmery 
Sponsored 
 brt. 
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It's Miller time for Falcons 
Mike Kazlmore 
The BC News 
Conversations about the 
men's basketball team usually 
Include talk about a Shane 
Kline-Rumlnskl baby-hook 
shot In the lane, a Shane Ko- 
mives long-distance bomb or 
an Antonio Daniels drive and 
dunk. 
Although he is an integral 
part of the team, Floyd Miller's 
name is rarely mentioned in 
these talks. After all, Miller 
doesn't possess a silky-smooth 
jumper or an array of low post 
moves - Miller's game is blue- 
collar all the way. 
"Floyd plays a very smart 
brand of basketball," BG head 
coach Jim Larranaga said. "He 
makes very few mistakes and 
keeps his game very simple. 
When you do that, you're nor- 
mally very successful." 
While keeping his game 
simple. Miller's offensive ar- 
senal includes little more than 
a turnaround jumper. Yet, Mil- 
ler has slowly established him- 
self as one of the premier front 
court players In the Mid- 
American Conference, while 
also gaining national recogni- 
tion. 
As of Sunday's 79-68 win 
over Ohio University, Miller 
was second in the nation, be- 
hind teammate Shane Kline- 
Ruminski, hitting over 67 per- 
cent of his field goal attempts. 
"There's really no competi- 
tion, but we joke about it all the 
time," Miller said. "Shane's do- 
ing great this year. He's mak- 
ing all his shots and I'm just 
hanging in there." 
Entering his freshman 
season at BG, there were ques- 
tions about whether Miller 
would indeed be able to 'hang 
in there' at a Division I basket- 
ball program, let alone be one 
of the country's top sharp- 
shooters. 
While Miller has played bas- 
ketball his entire life, he never 
played in an organized atmos- 
phere until his sophomore year 
of high school. 
Before that. Miller, like 
many kids growing up in 
Brooklyn, learned his version 
of the spcrt from the many 
games played in the city's 
streets and playgrounds. 
"My first game of organized 
basketball was in the tenth 
grade," Miller said. "Before 
that I just played in the parks 
and the playgrounds by my 
house. 
blocking shots. Really, he 
usually only scored on put- 
backs after getting an 
offensive rebound." 
"Even though he wasnt very 
polished offensively because 
of his late start, I thought that 
he had great potential to go on 
and have a good college ca- 
reer." 
While Newman believed in 
Miller's offensive capabilities, 
Larranaga recruited him more 
for his raw athletic talent and 
aggressive work ethic than his 
ability to put the ball in the 
basket. 
"Floyd was an excellent ath- 
lete who didn't have the best 
fundamental skills for 
offense," Larranaga said. "But 
what you want to find out as a 
coach is if he's a hard worker 
and if he's willing to learn. 
"A lot of good players com- 
ing out of high school don't 
think they have anything more 
to learn. Floyd considered him- 
self a very good player coming 
out of school, but he also knew 
that he still had things to learn 
and he was willing to put in the 
work and effort to improve his 
game." 
Apparently, he's done it. 
Currently,  Miller (62 per- 
cent) is on pace to shatter Joe 
Moore's (1988-91) career field 
goal percentage mark of 57.3 
percent 
"If I do accomplish that, it 
will be a great thing because 
there are some great names in 
Bowling Green history," Miller 
said. 
After watching Floyd prac- 
tice and dedicate himself to 
Floyd Miller 
Yaar     FG-A Pet. FT-A Pet. Avg. 
94-95 106-163 650 40-60 .667 12.6 
93-94  110-169 .651 38-73 .521 9.2 
92-93   81-137 .591 32-60 .533 7.2 
91-92     19-37 .514 9-17 .529 3.4 
C»i«r316-506    .624    119-210     .566       8.3 
KM. WttaMl/Tkc BG Newl 
Falcon forward Floyd Miller shoots against Central Michigan 
earlier this year. Miller is second on the Falcons in scoring this 
year at 12.6 points per game.  
"Me and my brother would 
be out there every day, from as 
soon as school was over until 
about midnight, we would just 
be out there playing with our 
friends. That's how I picked 
the game up - by playing and 
watching." 
Howard Newman, Miller's 
coach at Van Arsdale high 
school, quickly realized that he 
was watching one of New 
York's better talents when Mil- 
ler finally joined his squad. 
During his senior season. 
Miller earned a spot on the All- 
Brooklyn team as well as being 
named honorable mention All- 
New York City. 
"He was really more of a de- 
fensive player In high school," 
Newman said. "He liked to re- 
bound, but his big thing was 
improving his game over the 
last three years, Larranaga 
isn't surprised at the success 
that Miller's attitude has 
helped him attain. 
"Floyd recognizes what he's 
capable of doing and what is 
something that might be a little 
bit beyond his limits," Larran- 
aga said. 
"He rarely takes a shot he 
can't make. A lot of guys take 
shots they can make every 
once in a while, but Floyd only 
takes shots that he knows he 
can make a high percentage 
of." 
While taking his time has 
definitely been a key to Floyd 
Miller's success. It might be a 
long, long time before BG ever 
has another player as success- 
ful as him. 
REPROgraphi€S 
YOUR CAMPUS PRIHJZR. 
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USG Student Trustee 
£\[°)[°)OOg&(}u©GD0 Z^atokO® 
* Must have two years remaining at BGSU 
* Applications Available in 405 Student 
Services 
* Due back on Monday, Feb. 20 
crap    by 4:00 p.m. «sj> 
Want to wis.i Someone Happy Birthday? 
Anniversary... Congratulations? 
Best Wishes on Special Occasions- 
Place a 1x3 ad in 
the BG News that: 
Appears in the Classified Section 
Offers: 
• Variety of graphics to choose from 
• Can be billed to Bursar account 
Deadline: 2 days prior to publication date 
Please call 372-2606 or stop by the BG News 204 W. Hall 
I 
Lakers begin 
usual late move 
John Boyle 
The BC News 
Head hockey coach Buddy 
Powers made no excuses for last 
weekend's sweep at the hands of 
Lake Superior. 
The Lakers were great and the 
Falcons played their worst two 
games of the season. 
"A lot of the things that hap- 
pened, they [LSSU] made hap- 
pen," Powers said. "They played 
with a real sense of desperation 
and urgency." 
Powers said the Falcons 
resembled a team playing in the 
pre-season rather than mid- 
February. 
"When you look at the tape it 
looks like ... your first game of 
the year when you've only had 
three or four practices and 
things aren't set yet," Powers 
said. "That is exactly the way we 
played. We made mistakes that 
we haven't made in months." 
And things don't get any easier 
for the Falcons this weekend 
when they travel to Michigan and 
Western Michigan. 
The league-leading Wolverines 
(33) lead BG and Miami (27) by 
six points for the top spot. The 
Falcons, however, have two 
games in hand on the Redskins 
which they will make up this 
weekend. Miami travels to Alas- 
ka-Fairbanks for a two-game 
non-conference series. 
LSSU, the defending national 
champions, moved within two 
points of fourth-place Michigan 
State but have played one more 
conference game than the Spar- 
tans. The CCHA's top five teams 
earn home-ice advantage for the 
first round of the league 
playoffs. 
The Lakers, who started 
slowly, but have won their last 
six games, are probably playing 
the best hockey In the league. 
"The last six games we've been 
playing  a  lot  better brand of 
hockey and getting some timely 
scoring from people, and that's 
something that was missing early 
on," LSSU head coach Jeff Jack- 
son said. 
*** 
The Falcons, 19-9-1 overall and 
14-6-1 in the CCHA, fell in the 
national polls as a result of last 
weekend's losses. BG is ranked 
seventh in this week's WMEB 
radio poll and seventh in the 
WMPL radio poll. Michigan is 
third in both polls. 
*** 
Ohio State coach Jerry Welsh 
was fired Tuesday after 19 plus 
seasons at the helm of the Buck- 
eye program. The Buckeyes, the 
CCHA's last-place team at 2-17-2, 
compiled a 328-381-56 record 
under Welsh's tutelage. Assistant 
coach John Markell, a former 
Falcon player, will take over for 
the remainder of the season 
while a nationwide search is con- 
ducted for Welsh's replacement. 
Brian Holzinger, a Hobcy 
Baker Award Candidate, contin- 
ues to lead the CCHA and nation 
with 59 points. Michigan's Bren- 
dan Morrison is second league- 
wide with 52 points. U-Mass 
Lowell's Greg Bullock is second 
nationally with 57 points ... No 
less than 11 Falcons - Holzinger, 
Curtis Fry, Kelly Perrault, Mike 
Johnson, Tom Glantz, Brett Pun- 
chard, Kevin Lune, Mike Hall, 
Chad Ackerman, Matt Eldred, 
and Todd Kelman - have sur- 
passed their offensive totals 
from last season ... The Falcons' 
13 short-handed goals lead the 
CCHA ... Holzinger is ninth on 
BG's all-time goal-scoring list 
with 96 goals. He Is currently 
15th on the all-time point list with 
175. 
Tyson to be let 
out in March 
The Associated Press 
INDIANAPOLIS - Former 
heavyweight champion Mike Ty- 
son has been a model prisoner 
and deserves to be credited for 
all of the good-behavior time he 
has coming, Indiana's prison 
commissioner said. 
As a result, Tyson  will be 
released from the Indiana Youth 
Center near Plalnfleld on March 
25, his original release date be- 
fore was disciplined early in his 
six-year prison term, officials 
said Monday. 
Tyson's release date had been 
set back to May 9, after he was 
disciplined in May 1992 for 
threatening a guard and for dis- 
orderly conduct. 
<USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USQ: 
^sn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osn osr? 
i^ofe Ca/ie^uiy 
A Public Service Message 
from 
Planned Parenthood 
354-3540 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
"hPSjCHUUPA— 
Nwlimg. Fab. IS TONIGHT 
• fcOO In Rm. 108 Psych 
Com* and laam what B do 
with your BA/BS m 
PaycMogyll We encourage 
everyone ■> coma A Join 
the tun 11 
ALPHA LAMBOADCLTA 
Don't forget Ice Skating 
Wad., Fab. 15 
8   10 PM   lc Aim 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
AppacaUona tor 190548 scholarships ara now 
avalabt* B students In M College ot Educa- 
tion and AHed PnXaaalona. Forma may be 
plotted up In da Dean's Orace. 444 Educaton 
Bldg. ComplaBd appscatkma muat ba ratumad 
by Wadnaaday. March 1.  
Oo you mraa your Qrandparania? 
Ara you Iniaraaiad m joining 
Adopt-A-Grandparent on Wad. avanlnga 
torn 6:00pm-7:15pm? II ML cat tile 
volunteer! in Progreaa office al 
372-SOSfl or Erin al 354-2219. 
EAQ • Envkomental Action Group 
Meeting at 9pm TONIGHT' FUom 101 BA - 
I working on plana tor Earth Day Bring your- 
aawaa and your Idaaa.  
Fourth Annual Odun Omo Erevan Sacrad 
Ceremonial Celebration 
Monday, Fabnjary 20,8:00 pm 
at thai Forum m Student Sarvicaa Bldg. 
Featuring tradklonal Ahican and Amarlean 
Caromonlal dancara and drummara par- 
WEIOHT TRAMMO CLINK 
Fabruaiyll 
any time between 7-0 pm 
Stuoant jam aaaaa CarHar 
Mezzanine weight araa (upstair*) 
Coma A Laam mora about 
NauUua A Ur.va.ul walght training I 
Who now aocapta Vi ia A Mastercard? 
PapaJohn'aPlsal 
Can now 353-PA PA 
Woman In Communlcatlone 
Thuraday.Fab. 16,730pm, 102 BA 
Spaakar: Amy Pruetsr - Commumcarjoni 
Spaa alrat tor Tha National Exchange Club. 
Topic: rntemsh.pi Please Bring Your Ouaal 
"UAO WINTER CARNIVAL CXTRAVAOAN-' 
ZA" 
LonotavanulLotJOlh.nl 
Sumo wrestling. Bouncy Boiing, Mni-goll 
oouraa, caalno gamai. myalca 
caricaturiat. tood, prizaa, and MUCH MOP, E' 
Fab.2S,1tM,7pm-1lRm 
Grand Ballroom 
■allpreoaadagoierna 
Mixa-e-wieh Foundation- 
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor Into. 
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XIOCLTA 
THE WOMEN Of ALPHA XI DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
JOELLCraW 
ON HER PEARL NO TO 
JMBO ARNOLD 
ALPHA XIOELT A ALPHA XI DELTA 
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XIOCLTA 
THE WOMEN Or ALPHA XI DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
TIFFANY PrCHON 
ON HER PEARL NO TO 
ANDY TRACY 
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XI DELTA 
An Evanlng with Tla Thompaon A Company 
Friday, February 17 -Tha A-nari Down Undar 
Fraa Admission 
Rock, Ron, and Bluaa 
Cal 2-71M or 2-2343 tor mora IntormaBon 
SponaoradbyUAO 
CITY EVENTS 
an Egungun ceremony! 
Friends ol the Deal preeenia 
guaal apeaker Sue Rosenberg. 
Wed, 9PM at 363 Ed. Bldg All majors 
walcoma. Any 7e, cal Juke at 352-5975 
QET PUBLISHED NOW! 
PRAIRE MARGINS 
Tha Undergraduate Fine Arts Magazine 
Now accepting submissions of art, poetry, and 
flcbon. Place aubmissioni in Prairie Margins 
Maabtn 202C Urn, Hal. Any Questions Cal 
Aanoos? 353-0216.  
HaveaMendBualed 
Bursar Bust 
Math Science Building 
14lh. 15*. 16th 
II you ara intereetad In other cultural or if you 
ara an international student who would like to 
share your culture with others. JOIN US lor tho 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL HOUR on Febru- 
ary 17H (Friday) al 4.30 P.M. al tha UNIVER- 
SITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL (right across from 
Rodgera) 0 1124 E. Woouar. REFRESH- 
MENTS WILL BE PROVIDEDII  
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP APPLICA- 
TIONS are available in 318 and 302 Weal Hall. 
DEADLINE-MARCH 10. H16. 
MMnlght aMtrej al Ml, Brighton, Ml 
LaavsTTelpai Fab .17 bom Union dock 
Re.»n 7aoam February It 
836.00 lrk*urle*renteV82S.00»iWrerriel 
SKIN UP M UAO OFFICE, FEB. 9-15 
Cal 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor mora Into. 
MORTAR BOARD WEEK 
February 12-16 
RD la a National 
Thursday 
Performing Live at MT Mugga: 
Jaaon Erickaon g^O 
62.00 Cover 
SERVICES OFFERED 
OOHMTODAYTONA* 
6126 /person Booking direct Savaal Suites, 
kitchenettes, al beachfront In tha heart of 
Spring Breakll 1 100 666 76a  
PERSONALS 
Romance and ReeponelbNIty 
EverKa 
Wedneiday.Foli.15lh 
Living Gay In IhaM'a' 
An interactive discussion 
NE Commons 6:30pm 
•Cockta I la A Condomi' epm Ban room 
Piece. odhaPuale' 9pm Ballroom 
What happen a when intimacy 
and alcohol meet. 
DEADLINE FOR BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP 
APPLICATIONS ra Fab. 17.  
Delta Zeta 
Would like 10 congratulate 
Cathy B reason 
KimMennega 
and Mara Guckeyeon 
on being aelected lor Who'a Who 
Among Students in American Universities 
andCotlegoa 
MORTARBOA  Senior Honor- 
■y 
For more information call Joe © 353-8325 
NATIVE AMERICAN WEE K/FEB21-25 
Be Sure To Check OulAI 
The Events Next Week I 
Speakers. Movies. Tripa Galore I 
SponaoradbyUAO, SAO, 
Cullural Evens Committee. PEOPLE. 
naaktontlal Sarvicaa, Women's Studies Dope 
and Hcsloncal Department 
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 For Mora Into. 
NOTKEII ELEMENTARY ID. METHODS 
ORtEHTATrONREOESTRAION MEETING! 
A8 etodenta who reoueeled Fall, 66 EL Ed. 
Methode (EDO MO, SSI, U3, 163. 366, MS) 
are espeded ta attend tha meeting, Tuee- 
», Fab. 21, 4:00pm. 115 Education aMdg 
THEREII  
ORMBOF06JEOA 
Oanaral Maaang 
tcvfeswM Old Members 
Wad., Fab. 15, at 9:15 
BA116 
SaaYouThanl 
• ALPHA XI DELTA • ALPHA XI DELTA * 
THE WOMEN OFALPHA XI DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
CONNIE FEHN 
ONHERPEARLNGTO 
CHRISTOPHER 9KRIPAL. 
• ALPHA XI DELTA ■ ALPHA XI DELTA • 
• ALPHA XI DELTA • ALPHA XI DELTA • 
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA XI DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
WENDY WAGNER 
ON HER ENGAGEMENTTO 
KEITHIENES. 
• ALPHA XI DELTA • ALPHA XI DELTA • 
* PI Beta Phi • Ruth • Phi Baa Phi • 
The sisters ol Pi Beta Phi would like you 
»join utter Spring Ruthl Feel free B 
coma and visit our house lor one or more ol 
the (ollowing pomes 
Wednesday. February 15 
8:00 - 8:45 pm and MO - 9:45 pm 
Thursday, February 16 
6:00 - 6:45 pm and 9tt> - 9:45 pm 
Wa took torward B meeting you I 
•PI Beta Phi • Rueh • Pi Beta PM • 
DISCOVER EUROPE 
Summer Study Program in Franca 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
Informaiona1 Meeting 
Tuea., Fab. 21.1995 - 9.00pm 
1000 BA Bldg. 
Staphonia Davh): 
"You II rwvrir get anolior chance 
B discover to much ol Europe and 
experience ao much ol tire culture 
aa you do on thin trip." 
For mora Intormabon coll 
Ed MHar 372-6196 or 353-3172 
Dr. ChrBe 372-8160 or 352-8012 
 TjrrytiYTyfg"  
DONT STUDY M FRANCE I 
Unless you're looking lor a truly 
rewarding educational A personal 
experience. Academic year: Summer 
duller (ruinlit language requirement) 
Information Meeting Tueaday, Fab. 21 
French Houee 7 30 PM 
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNrTY - 
Camp Wayne tor Boya and Gala, NE PA (3 
hrt/NYC) - Sport* oriented. Counsel- 
onSpadallata tor all land/water sports, Camp- 
ing, aml»ng/Ropot. Mountain Biking, Com- 
putara, AAC, Video. Radio. On-Campua Inter - 
viewt Tueaday, February 26. Please cell 
1-600-62S-8747 or 616463-3067. 
100% Wool 
Swaatera 
onaata 
one weak only 
'- tas 
JTo 
Canyout 
405Thuratln 
Fourth Annual Odun Omo ErUyan Sac red 
Ceremonial Ce la brat Ion 
Monday. February 20,8:00 pm 
at the Forum In Student Service! Bldg. 
Featuring traditional Ahican and Amarlean 
c#fcntofMBH oasftc•**• MHO ofUfntiMCai  P"" 
fsntang 
an Egungun caremonyl 
Oamma PM Beta • Rueh • Oanana Phi Beta 
Shoot tor rha Moon, Ruah Gamma Phi Beta 
Feb. 20th and 21it. Mon. and Tuee.ot the 
Gamma Phi Beta House -9.15-10 00 pm 
Casual drau. ?'a call Lisa Hams 
81372-1400 
Oamma Phi Beta- Rueh •QemmaPhl Beta 
oCorpeHaoAJobForYoul 
We wil bo nttrvlewing tor overieis Beetjgea 
on Fab, IS A 16. Slop by our in formation table 
In Univerarry Hal on the 15lh or come to an in- 
formation aaaatonrlllm at 130 or 430 m LB* 
Science Rm 112 on Ihe 15th On ram put inler- 
viewa wil be on the 16*1. Contact The Place- 
ment Ofioe tor an tfftUnmt at 372-2367 or 
cal Tha Peace Corps al 1-600-424-8580 
(great 1) tor mora Into. 
pfttSA - Meeting tie) Thure., FEB. 16 • 7PM 
M Mt 117 BA. Look your beat. Tha Kay tit) 
have a photographer aiere LoB ol Important 
STUDENT 
LEADERSHIP AWARD 
Senter! in the College ol Education and Alted 
Profeatona are invited to apply kx the Ural an- 
nual Renew L. Rueeell Leadership Award, ra- 
uoQrtadnQ Kij«!j*nis v*no MM ^tnwitmttd 
exceptional leadership aObly firough college, 
unrvatirty anrj/or piolesslunal organizationa. 
Detail and appecaaon terms available in 444 
EdaKaasaton BMfi. 
Deadrw: March 1 
AdmkHatretlve SUff Schoiarehlp appkea- 
tiona avaUabl* at FASE office. Otf-Campui 
Student Center. Honora Program, Coop Ottoa. 
Mulacultural Allan. Pra Ma)0r Advuing, Fire 
landa and Ceniar tor Archival Coaaclbra. 
Sohctiarahlp of 61000. For All or part-amo 
under paid In Bp 10% ol hit/her data. Need 
not qualify tor linanaal aid 10 receive achoi- 
arahlp. See applcanon tor compktB OJUaflra*] 
Intorniaaton. March 17.430 p.m. deadkne. 
AGO-SIGMA CHI'AGO 
Congralulalion! 
HEIDI HARTMAN 
tor her recent engagement 
B Sigma Chi 
ANDY STEPHEN 
Baal ol Luck I 
AGO-SIGMA CHI-AOD 
iUjPHA XIOELTA • SMMA OB • 
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA ■ DELTA 
WOULD L IK E TO CONGRATULATE 
RENECALBERS 
ON HER LAVALIERNQ TO 
DARIN CAYWOOO 
ALPHA XI DELTA - SIGMA CHI * 
HUNTINGTON NATIONAL BANK 
Short-Brm, IrnmaraaB-hlre 
Numeric 10-key 
DetaEnlry 
aS.0Orhr-20ra«wk 
need allaait lour itude nti ASAP! 
Job should last through March. 
 Call Jan Clody at 352-0709 
JMKIES 
rhe moat chemically dependent band 
w,J be Aiming their videos) be relee aed 
on MTVa 120 mlnutea. Support local 
muaic and coma out B 
Howard-a Club HThura. Feb. 16th 
Wear Mack or while, He a buzz on 
and tee «ou al tha thowl 
JON THE QANOI Al F.tt Unhad Metiwdm 
Church, vokriaara and elementary itudenn 
work teoather and lake pan in group adtvibea. 
Coma Join Ihe gang in tins new communiiy 
programl Call Laurie al 3534882. 
CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
CoriliflirrUil' H4a»h Car* For Woman 
• Student fee 
• Abortion through 
20 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
• Caring friend' or 
relative allowed 
for personal 
support 
16 N.Huron 
Tokado.OH 43904: 
1-8W0-5W-6OO8  
.....      ^ 
. WINTHROP   t 
TERRACE     ♦ 
When You "Lease" it 
Expect It ♦ 
' • Free Heat 
I On-site Management 
► • 24-Hour Maintainence 
»Fully carpeted 
wm' 
ORDER Or OUEOA 
Genera Muring 
lor Now and Old Membara 
Wad .Fab. 15.al9:1S 
BA116 
SaaYouThanl 
PapaJohn'a 
Call now and charge B Viaa or Master cart 
calnowSSS-PAPA 
Pi Phi PI Phi Pi Phi 
Congratt Big Shannon MaBna- 
on your pearling lo Adam. 
I ariah the both ol you tie beat olluckl 
PI Phi Lova. 
LI Koran 
PI Phi PI PM Pi Phi 
Bemlnder namlrtdar Ramaridar 
Outttandlng Sen or A ppdeanons 
and Recommendationa Due Thursday. 
February 16. by 5:00 pm at Mien Center 
AZD-SAE'AZD-aAE-AZD- 
THE WOMEN OFALPHA XI DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGPJVTULATE 
TIFFANY HALL 
ON HER LAVALIE RING TO 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
SHAWN CARROLL 
AZLVSAE-AZD-SAE-AZD- 
Can you walk backwarda and talk at tha 
aama lima? H ao. the Office ol Adrniaalona 
naada youl We are now accepting apptcaliona 
o become a CAMPUS TOUR GUIDE'Slop by 
110 McFall Career B pick up an application 
through Fab. 16. Call 372-9688 tor mora inter 
malionl 
Romance and Responsibility Month 
"Living Giy In the 90a" 
LAGA Panel In 
the Norihaaat Commone at 6:30pm 
Wadnaaday, February 151 h 
Rueeian tuBring and lessons, 
taught by native Ruasian.Cal 
3S2-4S67 and leave a maasage 
Sig Kap • Sarah MuhlenKamp • S^ Kap 
The cutera ol Sigma Kappa would Ike B eon- 
graru'ate Sarah MuhlenKamp on her Christ- 
ma* paariing B John G lei smart. 
Sig Kap • Sarah MuhlenKamp • Sig Kap 
SKFSPRINGBREAK -95 rniarcollegiaie Ski 
Weeka. ONLY 6209. Includes 5 DAY LIU 
TICKET* NIGHTS LODGING (LUXURY 
CONOO) IS DAYS WTERCOLLEGIATE AC- 
TIVITIES (Drinking Age 18), Sponsors Include: 
Labor's Mdaon, and MT. ORFORD, Quebec, 
CANADA (Jut! across tha Vermont Border) 
Group Leader Discounts Campus A Greek 
Repa Needed. Cal Ski Travel Unlimited. 
1-800-996-SKI-9. 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FLORIDA FROM 181 PER PERSON PER 
WEEK. FREE INFO. 1-600^66-0626. 
Wrhara elae can you go and gat a 
physical workout, exerdae equipment, 
nutntjonal information. loan i brary, 
bottled water and jutoaa, low-ltl desert. 
and much more lor SSV7 
FIRST STEP 
TUESDAYS A THURSOAYS 7PM 
it 195 Front St., Grand Rapid! 
632-0428 
-COCKTAILS A CONDOMS' 
Dealing with the iaauenof Ihe real world 
JEFF UESTARCAtS. apajker 
V.'ede. Fab. 15,6 pm 
'DOOR PRIZES, TOOI' 
cal 2-2130 lor more kilo. 
WANTED 
'.'.-A summer aubltaaira needed tor a 2 bdrm.. 
roomy apl. Is tumlshed, hat AC and It dose to 
camputl Please ceil 354-1145.  
Free Black Lob Mix, 9 moniht old, all shots. 
Call Todd 353-0136.  
Subleaeer needed tor 820 8th St. Piedmont 
Apt 101. $361.2Srmo. Starting at the end ol 
Spring Semester. 
HELP WANTED 
61750 woekly posaible mailing our circulars 
feoexperience required. Begin Now. 
For Into cal 202-298-9065. 
• "SPRMO BREAK 68™ 
Amarlej'a 81 Spring Break Company I 
Ca'icun, Bahamas, or Fkxidal 
110% Lowest Price Guaranieel Organbia 15 
Irtende and TRAVEL FREEI Call tor our Una- 
Itfed1906 Party Sehadutotll(B90)9S-BREAK 
19BS SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS 
TAS.P. International la looking tor highly TO 
iivued, hard working ttudtnt B Join our man- 
agement fm. Gain valuable experience B im- 
prove your resume. Average earnings ara be- 
tween 18.000 -10,000. Poaitoni ant available 
in select Cleveland suburbs, Akron, and Can- 
ton For mora Wormation call Malt Scherer & 
1-600-543-3792  
250   COUNSELORS    A    INSTRUCTORS 
neededl 
PrivaB, coed summer camp in Pocono Mini. 
NE Pennsylvania. Lohttan, Box 234BG, 
Kemtworth, NJ 07033. (906) 276-0998 
Alaska Faherles HMngl Earn timisanda ma 
summer    in    canneriea,    proceisori.    ate. 
MalarFamale. FBomrBoard/Travel often pro- 
vkfedl  Guide.  Guaranteed  auccaaal  (gi9) 
920-4396 oxt A1029. 
ALASKA  BUMMER ElaPLOYMENT Flahlng 
Induitry. Earn B 13,000-M.OOOWmonth a 
benefln. Malefamala. No experience necei- 
iary.(208)545-4155ea.AoS444. 
BEAUTICIANS-FAMOUS HAIR 
BETTER working condioont. 
BETTER pay, BETTER choice ol 
location, BETTER chance ol 
being hired Immediately. 
Management positions available. 
1-800-58 B-HAIR 
BEAUTICIANS • FAMOUS HAIR 
BETTER working condkJona, BETTER pay. 
BETTER choice of axason. BETTER chance 
ol being hired Immodesty. Management poai- 
e. I-6O0-569-HAIR. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HiRINO 
Earn up B aJOOO-rmonth working on Cruiie 
Slaps or Land-Tour oompanias. World travel. 
Seasonal 6 lull-time employment available No 
Experience necessary For Information cal 
1-206-834-0068 e»1. C6S443. 
Cruise Ships Hiring I Earn Btgtaa- Fraa World 
Travel (Canboeen. Europe, Hawaii, EC.) 
Surnmer/Perrnanent. No. Exper. Nee. Guido 
(019) 929-4388 i.l. C1029  
En|oy working with kids, then "Wise- la lie 
place B work thu aummor. Positions needed: 
Pool Director (must ba over 21), waBriront 
itafl, Ropes course InstrucBr, Rlm/Vidao 
specialtst. Rado SBtiorvproduoer, counsel- 
ors, Arts and Crafts ipecialni. Drama diracBr 
and Mountain Biking initructor 
Call or write tor oppkcation: 
KarinHasa 
Jew-.ih Community Cenlor of Cleveland 
Camp Wise 
28001 So. Woodland Rd. 
Bwachwood, Oftio 44122 
(216) 831-0700, Ext 350 
NATIONAL PARKS HfRINOSeaaonal 8 full- 
time employment available al National Parka. 
Forests A Wrktlfs Preserves. Benefits . bo- 
nucealAppiy now tor bast positions. Cal: 
1-206 545-4804 exl N55444 
Our company b looking for individuals who 
want B gain oxtensive managemeni experi- 
ence this summer. Earn $8000 B 110.000 per 
summer. Posrtiono available throughout tha 
MkfwosL 600-687-1960.  
Run your own business. Gain valuable experi- 
ence while building your resume Earn up to 
610,000. kngation sales A Installation. Vehicle 
required. Call Student Sprinklers 
1-600-265-7601.  
SPRING BREAK -SSI Guaranteed lowest 
prices US*. Party in Jamaica, Csncun, Ba- 
hama!, Flonda. Padre. Organize group travel 
(real Cal tor Into A prices. SUN SPLASH 
TOUR81-B00- 426-7710, 
SUMMER JOBS - COUNSELORS 8 STAFF 
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS. TOP SALARY 
RMfBDrLAUNORY, TRAVEL ALLOWANCE. 
MUST HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE 
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: 
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Drums, Foot- 
ball. Golf, Guitar, toe Hockey, Lacrosse, Life- 
guard. Nature, Nurses, Photography, Piano, 
Pool, Rocketry. Roilerblading, Ropes. Sailing, 
Scuba,  Secretary.  Soccer.  Tennis,  Track. 
Video, Waleriki. Windsurfing. Weights, Wood, 
Yearbook. Cal or write: Camp Wmadu. 22SS 
Glades   Rd.,   Suite  40SE.  Boca   Raton.  FL 
33431,(800)494-6236. 
Recruiter will be on campus 
DATE: 2/21 TIME: 10:00am - 4:00pm 
PLACE: Ohio Suite, Student Union 
STOP  BY  -  NO APPOINTMENT   NECES- 
SARY. 
Timber Lake/Tyler Hji Campa. Top (New York 
Area) Resident Camps, Seek Oanaral Cotev 
eetora, WSI, Athletic Speclilliti.Ovir 200 
Poattione Available. To fere The BEST. We 
Know Wa Muat Pay The MOST i TOP SALAR- 
IES/TRAVEL ALLOWANCE. Call NOW For 
On-Campua Interviews (Mull Ceil By February 
IMA. 
(600)62*-CAMP (9-5 WEEKDAYS/EST) 
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITES 
June 25-August 4 
The Upward Bound Program Is a pre-colloge 
preparatory program and oilers an on-campus 
summer enrichment program tor high school 
students. Applicants must meet all require- 
ments listed below: 
RESIDENTIAL STAFF ■ Minimum sophmore 
daisi ft cation. Should not bo onroled in d asses 
during the Program. Room, board, and salary. 
Roiideniial orponence and activity program- 
ming helpful. 
TUTORS ■ Cloteroom annum. Minimum 
tophmora daseilication. 2.5 GPA required In 
isktcBd oouraa tor adoring ( Mathematics.. 
Englah. Science. History, Foreign language, or 
Fine Ara). Must bs available curing the morn- 
ing hours, Mon. - Fri. Non-rosidentlal. Salary 
Baaed on qualilica Don a. 
INSTRUCTORS - Bachelor's degree required 
in salined course ol instruction (Mathematics, 
(Znrjlsh, Science. History, Foreign languago, or 
r in.: Ana). Must bs available during the mo-i- 
ing hours, Mon.- Fri. Non-residenrJal. Salary 
buod on qualifications. 
AlfLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A TRAN- 
S3FIIFT (or copy ol> WITH APPL CATION. 
Ar^srtattone -.-a avalebkt at 120 Coliego Park 
Oi'lce Building and ore due on March 17. 
ClJIJtaatlOna • INSTRUCTOflS neededl 
100 poamotvil Coed saajaaef nsmp. Pocona 
telita, PA Pond aafaryrltpel (606)6661MB, 
FOR SALE 
ft Awesome Spring Broikl Panama Cityl 8 
Days Oceanvlew Room With A Kitchen $1291 
Walt To Best Baral Include! Fraa Discount 
Card Which Will Save You S100 on 
FoooVDrinkal 1-800-878-8386. 
81 Awesome Florida's Spring Break Hotspotsl 
Cocoa Beach (Near Dianey)27 Acre Deluxe 
Oeachfronl Rason 7 Nights 81501 Key West 
$2291 Daytona Beach Room Wrh Kitchen 
From 112911-800-878-6368  
81 Aweaoma Spring Breakl Cancun A Ja- 
maicai Indudea Roundmp Axfare from Cofum- 
bui A Hotel For 7 Nights From (439I Hurry' 
Space Wil Sell Outl Spring Break Travel 
1-600-676^8366. 
•1 Awesome Spring Breakl Bahamas Party 
Cruise 6 Days 62791 Includes 12 Meek) A 6 
Free Pa/Heel Great Beaches A Nightlife' A 
HUGE Parlyl Spring Break Travel 
1-8WK76066. 
'4^70fLr*aahuaMot>»Home.8minulei 
North of BG. Good cond. Asking $8,000. Call 
Belhat1-419<g34921. 
14 K YELLOW GOLD LADES BRIDAL SET, 
UNKXXE DCSION, BRILLIANT CUT ROUND 
CENTER DIAaWNO, COLOR CMADE O-R 
CUmTY VSt, .47K APPRAISED OVEN 
$2000.00. BELL FOR 11400.00 NEOOT1A- 
6UICALL354-8715, ROBERT.  
DISCOVER NEW WORLDS 
Without Crossing An Ocean. 
t*-"?^ 
mdcommunilyleaders. ComtYieatoritKtirjB K 
un1etstin<tngmB)inyourcommunily,pl«Becill: u u. 
(800)322-4878 
sxt.5407 
AlFSFBvnditloR 
ixnewaxaoaieue AaaaWawkaialei 
2 - 300 wan Yamaha Speaker! 
sTS/apiece 
Call 372-6461 
BUY CURRENT NEW 8 ORIGINAL CDS FOR 
6235 EACH' FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
SEND 62.00 A SA.S.E. TO: LCM DISTRI9U- 
TORS. PO BOX 68, SYLVANIA, OH 43560. 
FOR SALE 
MUST SELL. 4 Dick Cepek tires. 29x10.50. 
4-1S16 chrome wheels. Very clean, must sea. 
6250. Cal Greg al 352-7061. 
MACtNTOSH Computer. 
Complete system Including printer only 
$596 
Call Chrle at 8O0-288-5685. 
Woman's 10 sod. bike. Recently tuned up. 
Great condition I $90 OBO. Call 352-8234. 
FOR RENT 
1 and 2 BR apartments. 
1 year, nine months, or summer leases. 
352-7454. 
1 bedroom apartment, immediate 
occupancy. Pea arealkwed. 
Call 354-8800 
12 month leases ilartng May 19.1995 
120 N. EnterpriM-28r-3 person- $550 . urn 
122 N. EnBrprise-1Br-1 person- $340 . Util 
124 1r2 N Enterprise-EI"c.-1per.-$265.Ulil 
402 1/2 E. Court-Else.-1 par .-$285 . UW 
12041/2 E. W00Stsr-2Br-3 per .-$490 « US 
Slave Smith 352-6917 
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS • 96-96 Aptt. 
1 or 2 BR apts. and effidendei. 
Al furnished. Very dose B campus. 
School year or 12 month leases. 
Apts. 850 Scott HamtiBna beta from camp. 
Nice, turn., a;r. laund., reserved parking. 4 
people max. No pets 10 mnfh lease. $675 per 
month.    12   month    Base   $620/   month 
287-3233/ after 5:00: 287-42S5. 
Apts. For Rent 
Thin) Si, 1 bdrm (grsd students) 
FlfthASsvenlh-2bdrm. 
352-3445 
BOARDING HOUSE ROOMS FOR RENT I 
9SA>8 school yr. $160 lor rm. with roommate. 
living area. 4 bathrooms. 4 showers, kitchen. 
Melon preferred. Cal 353-5521. 
r.-. i :e sub-Baser needed tor 96-96 school yr. 
tern. Its. w/2 kg. bdrms., spiral itaircaseA 2 
C«Yfl6nag8. $17Smo » UTJ. Cal 372-3395 
For Rant: 1 or 2 Bedroom House. Acroaa from 
campus- Coll 354-1790 after 5pm. 
Four subteaaers tor spacious, 2bdrm. apl. 
deck, and 2 car garage. Starting in Aug. Cal 
Meredith or Laurls at 352-5708. 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS. 
600 THIRD STREET 
Now ranting tor 1995-96 A summer 1995 
2BRA1 BR units 
FuJy turn. A sir conditioned 
Convenient Location 
Reasonable Ratal 
Call 352-4986 
Hotass 234 S Colege. 11/2 bake from aajaa, 
4 people max. No pets, avail May 96-12 mnth 
Baas. $675 par month. 287-3233/ alter 5 oo 
287-4255. 
Highland 
Industries 
130 Eost Washington St. 
Specializing in 
Graduate Housing 
Jay Mar Apts 
The Highlands 
Roommate Assistance 
Affordable Rent 
Furnished/Unfurnished 
Clean/Quiet Properties 
24 hr. Maintenance 
Laundry Facilities 
You wilj¥ 
save c0bt 
this .gear! 
IMionc XnUHYMi 
VALUABLES 
IN A 
SAFE PUCE. 
